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Two Osage Nation officials are the first to
receive the COVID-19 vaccine at WHC
Benny Polacca
Osage News

Two Osage Nation officials
are the first Osage citizens
to receive the long-awaited
COVID-19 vaccine injection
shortly after its delivery arrival at the Wah-Zha-Zhe
Health Center in Pawhuska on
Dec. 16.
That afternoon, ON Congressional Speaker Angela
Pratt opted to be the first patient to receive the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine inoculation
administered by Osage nurse
Marie Rumsey, RN. Afterward, Dr. Ron Shaw, the CEO
and Chief Medical Officer
for the WHC, also received
his vaccination.
While wearing facial masks,
officials and employees for the
WHC and Pratt gathered for
the brief history-making occasion under the outdoor tent set
up next to the clinic for patient
vaccinations and COVID-19
testing. Clinic and ON Tribal Works officials set up the
tent on Dec. 10 in preparation for the vaccination’s arrival and to continue ongoing

All photos by CODY HAMMER/Osage News

Congressional Speaker Angela Pratt is the first Osage to receive the
COVID-19 vaccine made by Pfizer-BioNTech on Dec. 16. Osage nurse Marie Rumsey, RN, administered the vaccine.

testing opportunities available to WHC patients and ON
government employees.
At approximately 2:45 p.m.,
Shaw welcomed the small
scattered number of individuals present and acknowledged
Pratt for volunteering to be the
first recipient of the vaccine injection. The brief occasion was
also livestreamed on social me-

dia for about seven minutes for
Pratt and Shaw’s vaccinations.
“She’s willing to take (that
vaccine) to protect her family and other people she sees
and the same thing with me.
We all want to stay on the job
and do what we can for Osages up here, so here we are,
we have the vaccines, we’re
getting ready to do the first

shots,” Shaw said then added
he appreciated all the WHC’s
work efforts throughout the
pandemic. Shaw then offered
a brief prayer then Pratt took
her place seated in a chair
while Rumsey prepared the
vaccine shot.
Rumsey injected the vaccine
dose into Pratt’s upper left
arm. Afterward, Pratt left the
seat and clinic staff applauded
the moment with one exclaiming “good job, good job!”
Vaccinations will be administered in three phases. The
first phase will go to healthcare workers, critical essential
employees (non-healthcare),
elders over the age of 65,
and high-risk patients with
co-morbidities such as heart
disease, lung disease, diabetes and others. The WHC will
focus on its patients first and
will follow Indian Health Service guidelines.
After the vaccination, Pratt
also praised the healthcare
workers and encouraged all to
continue to exercise precautions to curtail the COVID-19

CODY HAMMER/Osage News

Dr. Ron Shaw, CEO and Chief
Medical Officer for the Wah-ZhaZhe Health Center, speaks to
staff before the first COVID-19
vaccine was administered at the
WHC on Dec. 16.

Wah-Zha-Zhe
Health Center CEO
shares information
on newly released
COVID-19 vaccines
Benny Polacca
Osage News
As pharmaceutical companies and health regulatory
entities continue their work
to make COVID-19 vaccines
more available to the world,
the Wah-Zha-Zhe Health

See OFFICIALS

See Shaw
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Osage Nation celebrates opening of Harvest Land
Benny Polacca
Osage News
The Osage Nation is starting 2021 with new opportunities to provide locally produced
food to its citizens thanks to
the opening of two facilities
at Harvest Land on Dec. 21
in Pawhuska.
That afternoon, a scattered crowd of Osage government officials and community
members attended an outdoor
ribbon cutting ceremony celebrating the completion and
opening of the new greenhouse
and
multipurpose

building structures at the Nation-owned Harvest Land previously known as Bird Creek
Farms. The Nation received
more than $44 million total
in federal CARES Act funding in 2020 and used a portion
of it to build the two Harvest
Land structures.
Nation officials say with
Harvest Land’s locally grown
food, Osage community members will have more access to
foods not always available at
local stores or in areas considered “food deserts,” especially
with the COVID-19 pandemic

CODY HAMMER/Osage News

The new hotel tower is set to open 66 rooms to the public by Dec. 28, 2020.

Osage Casinos starting
2021 with a new brewery
and new hotel tower
Shannon Shaw Duty
Osage News
Osage Casinos will begin
2021 with a newly branded inhouse brewery and a new hotel
tower.
“We are going to bring the
brewery in house and create
our own brand,” said Osage

Casinos CEO Byron Bighorse.
“However, we are doing a cost/
benefit analysis to ensure this
is the direction we want to
head. I believe we can manage this internally, but we will
need the expertise of a brewmaster and their recipes.”
See Casino
—Continued on Page 19
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Osage Nation officials with Builders Unlimited, cut the ribbon to officially
open the new “The Harvest Land” buildings in Pawhuska on Dec. 21.

that disrupted everyday life
worldwide in 2020.
Located on Nation-owned
land south of Bird Creek,
Harvest Land now features a
42,000 square-foot greenhouse
growing space and a 44,000
square-foot
multipurpose
building that includes aquaponics and food processing
areas. The aquaponics area is
already sprouting with a variety of fresh greens and other vegetables to address food
security disruption created
by the COVID-19 pandemic
this year, according to an ON
news release.
Principal Chief Geoffrey
Standing Bear applauded the
talents of those who worked to
bring the Harvest Land project
to fruition before year’s end.
“Today you will see where
we are which is opening some
buildings, but we have a long
way to go in making it work,”
Standing Bear said. “We are
confident we are going to make
it work because of the people
here that are committed, not
only at the Harvest Land,
but also down at Hominy for
our meat processing plant.
The commitments are serious
and long-term. We look to our
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Osage Congress for continued
support to make sure these are
historic buildings with historic
activities occurring in them.”
“This is the work of many,
many people,” Standing Bear
said in acknowledging the architects, engineers and construction crews who worked on
the building amid the shorter
than usual building timeline.
“This is impressive, and it
should be, these were built to
be impressive,” Standing Bear
said. “We thank the United
States Congress and President for putting the funds out
there for use by the local governments including the Osage
Nation. This is money that did
not go to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, this money came directly to the Osage Nation and
this is proof if the funds bypass
the bureaucracy and arrive to
us, we know how to use them.”
Congressman Scott BigHorse applauded the work
efforts, adding “when COVID
first hit, I know that (Standing Bear) formed a task force
and before we knew it, there
was help flowing in, there was
monies flowing in and their
See Harvest Land
—Continued on Page 4

2020 Year
End Review
JANUARY
Congressional
candidate filing
period starts Feb. 4
The candidacy filing period for Osages interested
in running for the Seventh
Osage Nation Congress
in the 2020 general election starts Feb. 4. Election
Day is the first Monday of
each June during election
years, according to the
2006 Osage Constitution.
This year’s general election will be held June 1 in
Pawhuska.
Oklahoma tribes stand
united and reject Gov.
Stitt’s gaming compact
extension
TULSA—Calling it unnecessary,
Oklahoma’s
gaming tribes are officially
See Year in Review
—Continued on Page 6
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Beef and Bison meat was labeled and separated for the Grayhorse, Hominy and Pawhuska Districts on Nov. 20, 2020. The meat was donated by the grassroots organization,
Osage Unity.

osagenews.org

Electa RedCorn and Marjorie Williams stock meat in Wakon Iron freezers. The meat was donated by the grassroots organization Osage Unity on Nov. 20, 2020.

Osage Unity donates to the Grayhorse,
Hominy, and Pawhuska districts
All Photos by Cody Hammer / Osage News
On Nov. 20, 2020, Osage Unity, a grassroots organization supporting food sustainability on the Osage reservation, donated 900 pounds of beef and bison meat
to the Grayhorse, Hominy and Pawhuska Districts. Working with the Quapaw
Nation’s cattle company and meat processing facility, each district received 300
pounds of meat. Each district will run its own distribution to families within the
three villages and outlying areas
LEFT: Beef and Bison meat was labeled and separated for the Grayhorse, Hominy and
Pawhuska Districts on Nov. 20, 2020. The meat was donated by the grassroots organization,
Osage Unity.

Cars were loaded with beef and bison meat to be delivered
to the Grayhorse and Hominy Districts on Nov. 20, 2020. The
meat was donated by Osage Unity, a grassroots organization
focused on food sustainability for the Osage reservation.

Marjorie Williams, Pawhuska Five Man Board chairwoman, brings in meat donated by the grassroots organization Osage Unity into the Wakon Iron community building on Nov. 20, 2020.

A worker from the Quapaw Services Authority delivers meat
donated by the grassroots organization Osage Unity to the Wakon Iron community building in Pawhuska on Nov. 20, 2020.

New Year’s Eve Handgame in Pawhuska Village canceled due to pandemic
Benny Polacca
Osage News
With the COVID-19 pandemic continuing into 2021
and concerns to keep the Osage
community safe, the annual
New Year’s Eve Handgame
festivities held in the Pawhuska Village are canceled.
The annual handgame social
gathering held in the Wakon
Iron Community Building each
Dec. 31 brings Osages of all
ages and their families together for fellowship, food, games,
round dancing and to celebrate
the incoming new year at midnight with a cedaring ceremony. The village tradition dates
back years and was started
by the late Lillie Bighorse
Cunningham who lived in the
village and today her family
descendants have continued
the yearly celebration.
However, with COVID-19
still keeping its community presence and with newly-launched
vaccination
efforts under way worldwide,
Cunningham’s granddaughter Asa Cunningham Concha
announced the New Year’s

Osage News File Photo

Eddy Red Eagle Jr., Mogri Lookout and John Red Eagle give a cedar blessing for attendees of the 2019 New
Year’s Eve Handgame at Wakon Iron Hall in Pawhuska. The annual handgame is hosted by the descendants of
Lillie Bighorse Cunningham.

Eve 2020 handgame cancelation on Dec. 13 after a
family discussion.
“After a long discussion
through our Zoom (virtual)
meeting today with my cousins, we’ve decided to cancel
this years handgame and ce-

dar ceremony to bring in the
New Year due to the coronavirus pandemic that we’re all
living in and for the health and
safety of us all,” Concha said
via Facebook. “We’ve agreed
when the midnight hour comes
upon us and we’re all bring-

Tulsa Indian Affairs Commission declares Dec. 31
as Native American Day of Prayer and Blessing
Osage News

The Greater Tulsa Area Indian Affairs Commission has
declared Dec. 31, 2020, as
the Native American Day of
Prayer and Blessing.
“This shall be a day on
which members of every Indigenous tribe, community,
family and each individual,
according to their own traditions, offer prayers for the beloved relatives we have lost in
this extraordinarily difficult
year, and ask for blessings of
continued strength, resiliency,
and prosperity for our people,

that we may soon embrace one
another again to share in sorrow and in joy,” according to
a statement signed by Dorcas
Kent Williams, Tulsa County
Cultural Chair.
According the statement,
the impact COVID-19 has
had on the Native American
community is a crisis and emphasized the loss of elders is
especially devastating because
they are tribal nations’ culture
keepers, and they help tribes
maintain their traditions with
their ancestral knowledge.
“The passing of one year
into the next is always a time

for reflection and hope for the
future,” according to the statement. “We believe that in this
significant and monumental
moment in history which we
are currently experiencing,
it is of grave importance that
we come together in solidarity as the Indigenous people of
this land.”
The statement also acknowledged the good work tribal
leaders have done for their
communities in distributing
PPE to their citizens and the
use of CARES Act money for
direct assistance.

ing in the new year we will be
keeping everyone near and far
in our Prayers!! From our fam-

ily to yours we wish all of you
a very Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year!!”
“Back in the mid-1900s my
Grandmother Lillie (Bighorse)
Cunningham started the Annual New Year’s Eve Handgame in her home and it has
been passed down through her
children and now us grandchildren,” Concha said. “Grandma
wanted a safe place for everyone to enjoy and have fun together to bring in the new year.
Over the years, this handgame
grew and was moved from her
home to her summer house
and to the Wakon Iron Hall so
everyone could come enjoy and
be comfortable.”
The handgame cancelation
is among several annual events
that did not occur in 2020
as the COVID-19 pandemic
spread nationwide, including
the Osage Nation starting in
March. Other area events canSee Handgame
—Continued on Page 3
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Congress again votes down efforts to fund new
Pawhuska Village buildings, replenish permanent fund
Benny Polacca
Osage News
After debate and discussion
that mirrored the November
special session, the Seventh
Osage Nation Congress again
voted down a bill during its
Dec. 15 special session that
would’ve provided immediate access to the last-minute
$20.4 million provided by the
Gaming Enterprise Board
in
September
for
three
proposed bills.
Those appropriation bills
requested tribal funding for
construction projects in the
Pawhuska Village for the proposed new Wakon Iron chapel
and community building and
also a proposed $5.5 million
replenishment for the Osage
Nation’s permanent fund,
which was accessed in Spring
2020 for government operation expenditures due to the
two-month shutdown of the
Nation’s Osage Casinos after the COVID-19 pandemic r
eached Oklahoma.
With the $20.4 million deposit made on the last day
of FY 2020, Principal Chief
Geoffrey Standing Bear told
Congressional Speaker Angela
Pratt in an Oct. 20 memo the
money automatically became
tribal funds to be deposited
in the Nation’s Retained Revenue Fund. Discussion and
debate on the $20.4 million’s
status arose during the special session committee meetings. At issue is the Nation’s
retained revenue law which
states: “The Retained Revenue
Fund shall be funded by the
tribal funds unobligated from
the previous fiscal year as reported by the Treasurer of the
Osage Nation upon completion
of the annual audit.”
Ongoing audits
Treasurer Jim Littleton informed the Congress the Nation’s 2019 audit was nearing
completion in both sessions
and work would begin afterward on the FY 2020 audit.
With the audits not completed, some Congress members
expressed concern on accessing the money via bill ONCA
21-08 (sponsored by Congresswoman Brandy Lemon) with
the audits not completed.
Efforts to consider the three
bills stalled in the November
special session and again on
Dec. 15 when the Congress
voted down ONCA 21-08 with
a 7-5 vote that sought to ex-

Handgame
–from Page 2
celed include: the 2020 Osage
Sovereignty Day Dance, the
Grayhorse War Mothers Annual Soldier’s Dance, Skiatook
Kihekah-Steh Powwow, Tulsa and IICOT powwows and
the Harold Bigheart Smalley
American Legion Post 198 Veteran’s Day Dance.

empt the $20.4 million from
the retained revenue law,
which would’ve brought an opportunity to vote on the three
appropriation bills.
According to ONCA 2108, the bill acknowledges the
“unique situation” for the
Nation with the $20.4 mil-

“

built first before the community building when the bidding
process is complete and contractors are selected.
“If we do not act now, our
estimation is that the projects
could not be finished, especially the community center, until
the year 2023,” Standing Bear

Debate
Littleton and representatives from Albuquerque, N.M.based REDW, the firm selected
to conduct the Nation’s audits told the appropriations
committee the audit work is
still ongoing and said several
obstacles caused the delays

‘This is an opportunity, we have amended many,
many laws…for the betterment of our Nation. Our
cultural leaders have asked for one thing: Build our
chapel first, we need a building for funeral services,
namings,’ Stabler said of the various building uses,
which also include community meetings and other
personal milestone events Osages partake in ‘whether
you sit under that arbor or not.’
–Congresswoman Paula Stabler

lion distribution available but
with no immediate access for
appropriations and therefore
sought “a one-time exemption”
from the retained revenue
law to be declared available
for appropriations.
Before the bill vote, Lemon
said she sponsored the legislation as a proposed solution to
the situation, which includes
time-sensitive planning to
build the long-sought Wakon
Iron chapel and community
building to replace the current two aging structures with
wear and tear issues, as well
as an opportunity to replenish
the Permanent Fund.
Short timeline
Standing Bear told the Congress the timeline for building
the two structures is sensitive
because those projects are subject to the Nation’s bidding law
to seek professional companies
to build the new larger chapel and community building.
Congresswoman Paula Stabler
sponsored the two bills seeking
appropriations for the projects
with ONCA 21-09 requesting
$5.9 million for the community building and ONCA 2110 requesting $1.7 million for
the chapel.
In his executive message,
Standing Bear told Congress
he supported the village projects considering the Nation’s
population has grown. He said
the new chapel is slated to be
Other Osages agreed with
the event cancelation for safety reasons. “It’s for the best.
We can celebrate when this is
all over,” said ON Congresswoman and village resident
Paula Stabler.
“Ace, will miss seeing all
but you have made the right
decision,” said Wilma Brown.
“Good decision. A great tradition by an amazing family,”
said Bobby Tallchief.

said. With regard to the debate
on the retained revenue law,
he said: “My response immediately went back to when I was
Assistant Chief (under the former Osage government) … I
was 37 years old and I looked
at my older elected representatives and I was the only one
from my generation that sat
at those tables and I thought
‘the law needs to change’ so my
generation and my children’s
generation can participate in
our Osage Nation government
and just because I inherited a
headright, that qualifies me to
sit here – and as we’ve all said,
I’d rather have my father back
... Every year after, I’ve said
‘when do we change the law
and remove this obstacle? And
how many of us today of our
people would be members or
would be eligible to hold office
or even be on the Osage Congress if we did not change that
law? So, I am all for changes in
law that remove obstacles for
the Osage people and to rely
on those obstacles makes one
an obstructionist, standing in
the way of our future,” he said
in his executive message.
Later during a Congressional Appropriations Committee
to initially consider the special
session legislation, Congressman Eli Potts restated he is
not for Lemon’s legislation to
change the retained revenue
law and believes the two audits must be completed first.

”

including incomplete accounting records that needed addressing first and employee
absences and turnover in the
Nation’s accounting department during the year which
included COVID-19 pandemic-related disruptions. The
firm representatives said the
FY 2019 audit was on course
for completion by Dec. 31 and
work would commence on the
FY 2020 audit.
Congressman John Maker
stated he is not against the
Pawhuska Village projects
but also believed “we need to
go by the legal process” versus
changing the law.
Stabler said she “hates this
(village project appropriation
legislation) has become a political football, we know these
buildings are old” noting the
community building has a roof
leak during inclement weather, grass grows through floor
cracks, water can also travel
in through the vents and the
issues will continue until new
structures are built.
“This is an opportunity, we
have amended many, many
laws ... for the betterment of
our Nation. Our cultural leaders have asked for one thing:
Build our chapel first, we need
a building for funeral services,
namings,” Stabler said of the
various building uses, which
also include community meetings and other personal milestone events Osages partake

in “whether you sit under that
arbor or not.”
Congresswoman Jodie Revard, who sponsored ONCA
21-11 to replenish the permanent fund with $5.5 million,
also chimed in the debate and
said she spoke with Pawhuska District advisors on the
issue and noted she was
concerned with the project
timing, that the economy probably may not recover from the
COVID-19 impacts until 2023
and the “need does exist” for
the buildings.
Congressman RJ Walker said he supports and understands the need for the
Pawhuska Village buildings
but added he is also concerned
with the two incomplete audits, noting he too is an elected
official and Congress has “the
power of the purse,” before
saying he would be voting “no”
for the legislation.
Congressman
Joe
Tillman stated he is for the new
Pawhuska Village projects but
asked “is this fiscally responsible in how we’re going to spend
the people’s money?” adding
he is concerned if the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic prompts
another closure of the seven
Osage Casinos causing another revenue situation as was experienced in Spring 2020.
Congressman Billy Keene,
who supported the Pawhuska
Village legislation, said: “The
Osage people elected us to sit
in these seats, laws are not set
in stone,” in referring to the
debate whether to amend the
retained revenue law.

The vote
After the final debate, the
Congress voted down ONCA
21-08 with “no” votes from
Congress members Maker,
Scott BigHorse, Potts, Tillman
and Walker. Voting “yes” were
Revard, Pam Shaw, Stabler,
Alice Goodfox, Keene, Lemon
and Congressional Speaker
Angela Pratt.
Afterward, Stabler and
Revard made motions to
withdraw their bills for the
Pawhuska Village projects
and $5.5 million permanent
fund replenishment for further
consideration.
For more information regarding ON Congressional regular or special sessions, filed
legislation and Congressional
committee meetings, visit the
Legislative Branch website
at www.osagenation-nsn.gov/
who-we-are/legislative-branch

Osage Congress approves land
purchase appropriation bill for
future Fairfax senior housing
Benny Polacca
Osage News

The Osage Nation is moving toward establishing senior housing in Fairfax after
the Seventh ON Congress
unanimously voted to appropriate $57,000 for property
purchase efforts.
During the Dec. 15 special
session, the Congress passed
ONCA 21-12 (sponsored by
Congresswoman
Brandy
Lemon) to appropriate the
$57,000 to the Nation’s real
property purchase fund “to
carry out the purposes of purchasing real property.”
The Congress initially considered Lemon’s legislation
in the November special session, but she withdrew the
bill pending more information she needed at the time.
During that special session,
Lemon said the funding
would come out of the Nation’s general treasury and
sought to purchase property

adjacent to the former Boys
and Girl’s Club building.
Congresswoman
Jodie
Revard asked what plans
would be pursued for building costs at the site. Principal Chief Geoffrey Standing
Bear told the Congressional Commerce, Gaming and
Land Committee on Nov. 17
that the Nation is looking
at federal Native American
Housing Assistance and Self
Determination Act (NAHASDA) funding under the U.S.
Department of Housing, but
noted it’s unclear whether
funds would be available and
if not, a request for tribal
funds may be needed to cover
the project costs.
Casey Johnson, Executive Branch Director of Operations, said the Nation
would also use its federal
grant funding awarded to the
Roads Department to cover
street and sidewalk costs.
He also added the property is away from areas in the
city prone to flooding as was

experienced in spring 2019
impacting the recently-built
Fitness Center.
Before the vote, Lemon reiterated the bill is the initial
step in purchasing land “for a
future sight for senior housing,” adding the efforts “are
near and dear to my heart”
as she grew to enjoy working
with elderly patients during
her professional tenure as a
registered nurse. “I encourage your support to see a future for our elders in a place
in a community type of living
area in our Fairfax/ Grayhorse area.”
The Congress voted 12-0 in
favor of ONCA 21-12 during
the single-day December
special session. For more information regarding ON Congressional regular or special
sessions, filed legislation and
Congressional
committee
meetings, visit the Legislative Branch website at www.
osagenation-nsn.gov/whowe-are/legislative-branch
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Officials
–from Page 1
spread. As of Dec. 17, the Oklahoma State Department of
Health reported the tally of reported COVID-19 cases stands
at 248,204 and there are a reported 2,144 total deaths since
the pandemic reached Oklahoma in March 2020.
“Help is on the way! I am
so grateful for the healthcare
workers and scientists who
have been the soldiers in this
battle for our health and way

of life,” Pratt said on social media. “Vaccines will continue to
roll in! Please prepare. In particular, I ask those who have
chosen to not wear masks, social distance and other things
to help slow the spread, because ‘we should not live in
fear,’ to use the same logic and
take the vaccine. Because to
me, this isn’t even about living
in fear or not, it’s simply the
act of Patriotism and doing our
part, just as we would in any
other attack on American lives
and way of life.”

All photos by CODY HAMMER/Osage News

Osage nurse Marie Rumsey, RN, and a health worker prepare to administer vaccines for the novel COVID-19 virus on Dec. 16.

Dr. Ron Shaw, Chief Medical Officer and CEO of the Wah-Zha-Zhe Health
Center, was the second Osage to receive the vaccine on Dec. 16.

Patients are screened for the COVID-19 virus in a tent set up outside the
Wah-Zha-Zhe Health Center. The vaccine is also being administered inside the tent.

Vials of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine were delivered to the Wah-Zha-Zhe
Health Center on Dec. 16.

A Wah-Zha-Zhe Health Center pharmacist stores the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine in a special refrigeration system that stores the vaccine in the sub
temperatures it requires.

A Wah-Zha-Zhe Health Center pharmacist holds up a vial of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine on Dec. 16.

Harvest Land
–from Page 1
staff, Casey (Johnson, director
of Executive Branch operations) and all the crew worked
tirelessly around the clock to
make sure that our Osage people were taken care of” before
thanking Standing Bear and
Assistant Principal Chief Raymond Red Corn.
BigHorse said he was fascinated by the early aquaponics
work efforts which included
growing romaine lettuce, cherry tomatoes and other vegetables as well as tilapia when
the operations were housed
in a smaller former building.
“This is a dream come true for
me because I have been worried to death for about the past
decade about food insecurity,”
BigHorse said, adding he’s
aware of reports on food deserts where people are having
to drive 50-plus miles one-way
to buy fresh vegetables and
fresh meat.
For the new Harvest Land
operations, the news release
states: “While greenhouses
are a long-established method
of providing year-round vegetable production, aquaponics
is a relatively new technology that utilizes a closed-loop
system to produce both plants
and fish. In the Osage facility,
tilapia will be produced in conjunction with lettuce and spinach. Water from the fish tanks
will be circulated through the
plant beds to provide natural
fertilizer to stimulate vigorous growth of the lettuce and
spinach. The plants effectively
filter the nutrients from the
water, which is then recirculated to the fish tanks.”
BigHorse noted fresh food is
also scarce at times in Pawhuska’s grocery store when “you
go through that store and if
you’re not there when those
doors open by noon, everything’s picked through – all of
the better meats and vegetables – so by the time you get
off work, you go down there
and get what’s left over. I’m
just very humbled to be able to
stand up here and ... I look forward to the future and again
Chief, I thank you from the
bottom of my heart.”
Johnson also acknowledged
the Executive Branch’s task
force formed to administer the
Nation’s CARES Act funding.
The task force comprised 16
ON employees including Department of Natural Resources Director Jann Hayman and
Housing Department Director
James Weigant, who served as
the task force coordinator.
Weigant shared highlights
of the task force’s performed
duties which included seeking requests for proposals
for spending the CARES Act
funding from all ON government departments, branches
and entities after its May 2020
formation. The task force then
reviewed the “mountains”
of feedback proposing uses
for the CARES Act funding,
Weigant said, noting “there
were four distinct areas that
needed assistance with our
CARES Act funds ... One area
that provided immediate relief
is what we call direct response.
This included funding for the
Wah-Zha-Zhe Health Center, Tribal Works, Emergency
Management and individual
assistance. This was the bread
and butter that provided assistance to countless Osages around the country facing
their own COVID hardships,”
he said.
Another area includes information technology (internet,
wi-fi, ON website improvements), which provided improvements for the Judicial
Branch and the Congress/
Legislative Branch to continue their work remotely and

All photos by CODY HAMMER/Osage News

The multipurpose building built with CARES Act funds is newly finished
and ready for Harvest Land workers on Dec. 21.

Department of Natural Resources Director Jann Hayman speaks about
the new buildings and the work that will go into making Harvest Land
successful on Dec. 21.

New greenhouses built with CARES Act money await Harvest Land workers to produce crops year-round.

An inside view of the Aquaponics area in the new multipurpose building
at Harvest Land in Pawhuska on Dec. 21.

virtually for safety reasons
due to the pandemic, Weigant
said then noted: “The fourth
response is why we are here
today: food security.”
“Much of Osage County is a
food desert and access to fresh
vegetables and meat was limited prior to COVID, the pandemic only made this worse
with empty shelves and higher
prices for groceries,” Weigant
said. “This element constructed the (meat) processing plant
in Hominy, to purchase cattle
and bison and make physical
improvements to protect and
develop our herd at the Osage
Nation Ranch. They also built
this great facility today. We
now have a year-round farmto-table food supply chain that
is ours and insulated from
pandemic-caused breakdowns
in other parts of the country
– the Osage Nation has taken a major step toward food
security, the real reason to
celebrate today.”
Hayman, whose department managed the Harvest
Land project development,
said discussions about improving then-Bird Creek Farms
started with a phone call
from Standing Bear during
the summer “to support our
Osage people.” She told him
“the biggest challenge that we
saw in my office in my department is the inability to provide
food year-round, so that was
the big goal we had with this
facility... and not just seasonal
summer crops.
As construction crews fin-

ished work on the neighboring
greenhouse structure, Hayman
said the multipurpose building
will house an aquaponics operation, contains a food processing area for washing and other
high-standard
preparations
before public distribution and
consumption. “We’re going to
do everything we can to ensure
this is a success during our
tenure here and for the future
so we’re very grateful for this
opportunity,” Hayman said of
her department staff.
Ross Smith, a project manager for the Nation’s Tribal
Development and Land Acquisition Department said the
Harvest Land project took 7-8
months which is a short time
compared to other building
projects that can take more
than a year of planning. “With
the help of Wallace Engineering and Builders Unlimited
Inc. (both in Tulsa), we were
able to get this started in a
record amount of time and
the actual construction of this
building was actually four
months. We’re proud as the
Osage Nation to have a facility
like this that will last for generations,” Smith said.
Another ribbon-cutting ceremony is scheduled for Dec.
28 at the Nation’s newly completed meat processing facility in Hominy, which was also
constructed thanks to CARES
Act funding.
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Proposed rule change Signed record of decision in place
to OMC elections
for environmental impact study
would remove nearly
all BIA involvement
Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton
Osage News

Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton
Osage News
The Department of Interior is proposing an update to a
portion of the Code of Federal
Regulations that deals with
the Osage Minerals Council’s
elections.
Published in the Dec. 4
edition of the Federal Register, the proposed rule change
would condense Title 25, Part
90 of Code of Federal Regulations into two paragraphs that
explicitly spell out the duties
of the Osage Agency.
As printed, the proposed
new rule reads: “The Superintendent of the Osage Agency
must compile, at the request
of the Chair of the Osage Minerals Council, a list of the voters of Osage descent who will
be 18 years of age or over on
the election day designated
by the Osage Minerals Council and whose names appear
on the quarterly annuity roll
at the Osage Agency as of the
last quarterly payment immediately preceding the date of

the election. Such list must set
forth only the name and last
known address of each voter.
“For purposes of calculating votes, the Superintendent
must furnish to the supervisor
of the Osage Minerals Council Election Board a separate
list containing the name and
last known address of each
eligible voter and including
the voter’s headright interest
shown on the last quarterly
annuity roll.”
All other language currently in Title 25, Part 90 regarding absentee ballots, election
notice requirements, ballot
canvassing,
electioneering,
challenges to voter eligibility
and recounts would be deleted.
The comment period is
scheduled to close on Feb. 2,
2021.
With the notice published
just hours before the Osage
Minerals Council’s Dec. 4
meeting, Chairman Andrew
Yates deferred commenting on
it until the council reconvenes
on Dec. 16.
“I haven’t even had a chance
to look at it yet,” he said.

After seven years of hearings, comments and drafts,
a signed record of decision
is in the books for the Osage
County Environmental Impact Study.
Issued on Dec. 15 by Eastern Oklahoma Regional Director Eddie Streater, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is
replacing an outdated environmental impact study with
one that will allow exploration and drilling throughout
most of Osage County.
Citing the need to fulfill its
leasing and trust obligations
under the 1906 Act, as well
as the continued economic
fallout from COVID-19 and
public pushback from the
Osage Minerals Council and
other interested parties, the
decision calls for the implementation of a tweaked version of a management plan
that was originally proposed,
but was not recommended
earlier this year.
“Allowing the entire Osage
Mineral Estate to remain
available for leasing and
economic development provides the Osage Nation with
the opportunity to maximize revenues, which has
economic benefits for Osage
shareholders, the community

and the state of Oklahoma,”
BIA officials wrote in the
decision rationale.
“In addition, it provides
the BIA with flexibility in decision-making, which is beneficial where, as here, the BIA
does not know what areas
of the Osage Mineral Estate
will be explored, leased or developed in the future.”
As written, the new plan
incorporates tiered, site-specific
environmental
assessments for drilling and
workover permits and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs will
have the option to waive or
impose additional conditions
of approval as environmental
conditions warrant. The plan
also requires buffer zones
for culturally significant
sites, although the specific
sizes of the buffer zones will
vary based on the nature of
the site.
In October, the BIA issued
its final record and recommended adopting a management plan that would have
taken into account the density of wells in an area before allowing new drilling permits,
with fewer issued for sections
with 17 wells or more. Sections with a lower well density would have been subject to
spacing regulations, including buffer zones for culturally
significant sites.
Additionally, it would have

incorporated a blanket ban
on drilling permits for areas
within municipalities, near
sensitive water supplies or
near “highly vulnerable”
groundwater supplies as
designated by the Oklahoma
Water Resources Board.
That plan originally recommended by the BIA received a chilly reception from
the Osage Minerals Council,
with several members commenting in early 2020 that
they were prepared to go to
federal court if it were to be
adopted and enacted.
This statement replaces a
blanket declaration issued
in 1979 that oil and gas operations in Osage County
have no significant environmental impact. That declaration was ruled outdated
in 2014, setting the study in
motion. A previous draft was
put forward in 2015, but was
panned by both producers
and shareholders.
At the Dec. 16 Osage Minerals Council meeting, Chairman Andrew Yates expressed
his satisfaction with the decision and its potential impact
on oil and gas production
in 2021.
“It shows that the council
came together as a unified
group, discussed this and got
this decision that is favorable
to the shareholders,” he said.
“I’m excited.”

OMC to bring on
independent auditor Fletcher case dismissed by federal judge
Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton
Osage News

An extra set of eyes will
soon be looking over some
of the mineral estate’s fiscal
documents.
At its Dec. 4 meeting, the
Osage Minerals Council approved a resolution from its
Production and Development Committee to bring on
an independent auditor to
review the council’s monthly
financial reports.
The move came in part
due to discrepancies between the announced headright amount for December
and calculations by Councilor Susan Forman based off
of Osage Agency Superintendent Robin Phillips’ reports
during the quarter. The announced December payment
is $2,385 for a full headright,
while Forman’s math placed
it at closer to $2,500.
“It just drove home the
need to resume our monthly
auditing of the superintendents reports like we had
(former auditor) Mr. (Jim)
Swan do,” Forman said. “I’ve
asked several times to re-

sume that … and this is not
reflective of anyone’s work.
We just all have so much on
our plates right now that we
are not getting it done.”
As per the approved resolution, the independent
auditor will be brought on
a contract basis, but several of the council members,
including Councilor Marsha
Harlan, expressed interest
in eventually making it a
full-time position with additional fiscal oversight duties.
“I’ve been a no vote on
spending money so many
times, but this is why we’re
here: to make sure our estate is being paid out appropriately,” she said.
In other business, the
council formally approved
its 2021 meeting schedule
and will continue to have its
regular meetings on the first
Friday and third Wednesday
in 10 of the 12 months in the
new year.
Thanks to the holidays,
January and July are the
two exceptions. The council’s
Friday meetings for those
months will be on Jan. 8,
2021, and July 9, 2021.

Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton
Osage News
A federal court has denied
a request for class action status and dismissed the newest
incarnation of litigation from
William Fletcher and a group
of Osage mineral estate shareholders regarding headright
accounting over the years.
Citing rulings in previous
related cases with Fletcher as
the lead plaintiff, Judge Loren Smith with the U.S. Court
of Federal Claims issued an
18-page decision on Dec. 7,
granting a motion from the Department of Justice to dismiss
the case.
In the decision, Judge Smith
wrote that the 10th Circuit
Court already addressed most
of the group’s claims, thus making their request for monetary
damages moot.
“As the parties engaged in
fifteen years of litigation and

appeals to the 10th Circuit
on this issue, the court finds
that plaintiffs had a full and
fair opportunity to litigate the
time period and scope of the
accounting,” Smith wrote.
Fletcher and three other
shareholders filed the fourcount lawsuit in August 2019
with the U.S. Court of Federal
Claims, seeking $100 million
in damages from the federal government due to shoddy
bookkeeping and management of the mineral estate’s
royalty payments.
Specifically,
the
group
claimed that the federal government breached its trust responsibilities by overcharging
shareholders for gross production tax payments to the state
of Oklahoma, inaccurately reporting financial transfers involving headright funds and
not providing regular accurate
financial statements to headright owners.

According to the complaint, the federal government
charged the maximum amount
allowed for gross production
tax on royalties, regardless of
what the state’s actual rate
was at the time.
The financial records at the
heart of the complaint were
made available to the four
plaintiffs by a previous class
action lawsuit brought forward
by Osage shareholders.
Initially filed in 2002 as
a voting rights case, Fletcher vs. United States alleged
that the federal government
mismanaged Osage headright
owners’ oil and gas royalties
and violated its trust responsibilities to those individuals by
failing to account for its management of the Osage mineral
estate, allowing headrights to
be unlawfully transferred to
non-Osages and by restricting
participation in Osage elections to headright holders.

Health Update

IHS expecting 68,000 COVID
OMC still researching vaccine doses by year’s end
TERA logistics
Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton
Osage News
The Osage Minerals Council still has not determined
whether to pursue a TERA but
is expecting additional information in 2021 to help shape
the decision-making process.
Speaking at the Osage Minerals Council’s Dec. 16 meeting, consultant Jim Trumbly
said the task force charged
with researching the nuts and
bolts of a TERA has drafted
an organizational chart and
determined how many jobs
would potentially be impacted.
“I think we’re seeing a lot of
movement,” he said. “We are
not far away from drawing up
and drafting an application.”
First approved in 2005, a
Tribal Energy Rights Agreement between a tribe and the
Department of Interior allows
a tribe to review, approve
and manage leases, business
agreements and rights of way
for energy development on
tribal land without having to

Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton
Osage News

go through the Secretary of Interior every step of the way.
The task force has identified 44 total positions needed
to sufficiently support a TERA
should the Minerals Council decide to pursue such an
agreement. Of those 44, 26 are
positions that are currently
under the Bureau of Indian Affairs that would need to move
over to the tribe. The remaining 18 are new positions that
would need to be formally created across a range of areas,
including information technology, petroleum engineering,
accounting and auditing.
Trumbly said an information request is still pending
with Osage Nation Human
Resources for pay scales used
by the tribe for comparable positions to help determine both
the start-up and ongoing costs
of supporting those 44 hypothetical employees, including
salary, benefits, equipment
and office space requirements.
See OMC
—Continued on Page 15

With shipments of the coronavirus vaccine beginning
Sunday, Indian Health Services is preparing to start
handing out doses.
On Dec. 11, officials with
Indian Health Services confirmed the agency will begin
shipping out COVID-19 vaccine doses within 24 hours of
the Food and Drug Administration formally issuing an
emergency use authorization.
“We expect deliveries of
the Pfizer vaccine to begin as
early as Monday (Dec. 14),”
said Cmdr. Andrea Klimo, the
Distribution and Allocation
Team lead on IHS’ COVID-19
Vaccine Task Force. “We also
expect doses of the Moderna
vaccine before the end of the
year, but do not have a timeline yet for it.”
For its initial phase, the
agency is expecting about
46,000 doses of the Moderna
vaccine and 22,400 doses of the
vaccine made by Pfizer. The
Oklahoma City Service Area,
which along with all of Okla-

AP Photo/Morry Gash, Pool

Boxes containing the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine are prepared to
be shipped at the Pfizer Global Supply Kalamazoo manufacturing plant
in Portage, Michigan, Sunday, Dec. 13, 2020.

homa also includes Kansas
and part of Texas, is projected
to receive 5,850 doses of the
Pfizer vaccine and 8,900 doses
of the Moderna vaccine.
Those first doses will go to
the 44,300 health care employees at direct service, tribally-operated and urban Indian
clinics and hospitals at 11 of
IHS’ 12 areas, as well as residents at long-term care facilities who are not already
accounted for by the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid
Services. Plans are still being

developed to determine who
will be next in line after the
first phase.
“We anticipate Phase 1B to
include essential workers, but
we do not have confirmation on
that yet,” Klimo said.
The lone exception to IHS’
distribution plan is Alaska.
The Department of Health
and Human Services allowed
tribes operating a clinic or hospital under a self-governance
See Vaccine
—Continued on Page 15
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records drawing for
candidate name placement
on 2020 ballot
The Osage Nation Election
Office held a March 20 drawing to determine the order of
Congressional candidate name
placements on the June 1 general election ballot.

–from Page 1
passing on a compact extension offer from the state.
New Health Benefit Plan
cards ready for 2020
calendar year enrollment
With the new year will come
new health benefit cards for
Osage tribal members who
have enrolled in the plan.
Oklahoma’s Secretary of
Native American Affairs
resigns over gaming
compact dispute
OKLAHOMA CITY— Despite maintaining that gaming
compacts expire on Jan. 1, the
state of Oklahoma is sending
auditors in to review tribal casino books come 2020.

FEBRUARY
Chief Standing Bear
advised not to join
federal gaming lawsuit
‘at this time’
OKLAHOMA CITY— And
then there were five. On Jan.
27, the Muscogee (Creek) Nation filed a motion to intervene in a federal lawsuit in the
Western District of Oklahoma over whether the gaming
compact used by more than 30
tribes renewed on Jan. 1.

Allegations arise after
report of Congresswoman’s
tribal judgeship is published
The Congressional Rules
and Ethics Committee met
on Feb. 25 and Feb. 27 to discuss Congresswoman Shannon
Edwards’ appointment as an
appellate justice for the Arizona-based Yavapai- Apache
Nation.
Absentee ballot requests
due by April 17 to vote in
2020 election
Osages planning to vote as
absentee voters in the June 1
Osage Nation General Election
must submit absentee ballot
request forms to the Election
Office by April 17.

Public outcry as Tulsa
Public Schools considers
reducing Indian Education
footprint
TULSA—Native
parents,
students and employees are
speaking out at the possibility of the state’s second largest
school district shrinking its
Indian Education program due
to financial woes.
Pawhuska City Hall may
once more be home to
Osage lawmakers
Assistant Principal Chief
Raymond Red Corn went before the Pawhuska City Council on Tuesday and made a
proposal – to begin the conversation of the Nation possibly purchasing the City Hall
building.
ON Election Office
preparing for 2020
general election
The Osage Nation Election
Office is preparing for the upcoming 2020 general election
on June 1 in Pawhuska with
advertising important dates
and information for Osage
voters and candidates who
will be seeking office starting
in February.
Local catering company
hired to cook for ‘Killers
of the Flower Moon’
production
At high noon, on Jan. 3, Brian “Da Chef” Lookout made his
usual rounds delivering lunch
orders to local Pawhuska businesses, offices and residents as
part of his Osage-owned catering business, but he also delivered a breaking news update
on the side.
MARCH
Fifteen Osages file for
candidacy seeking
Congressional office
in 2020 election
A total of 15 Osages ran
for the Seventh Osage Nation

Second group addresses
LLCs, laws, the Supreme
Court and per cap
The second group of candidates to participate in the
2020 Osage News Candidate
Debates were Michael Kidder,
John Maker, Mary Jo Pratt,
Amanda Proctor and Jodie Revard.

Congress in the June 1 general
election – the same number of
candidates who ran for legislative office in the 2018 election.
Mediation talks to begin
in tribal gaming compact
dispute with state
OKLAHOMA CITY—With
14 tribes now suing Gov. Kevin Stitt, the fate of Oklahoma’s
gaming compact may be decided by a mediator rather than
a judge.

MAY
Osage Nation scheduled to
reopen campus on May 11
The Osage Nation will reopen to the public on Monday,
May 11, at normal work hours,
according to an executive
branch interoffice memorandum after having closed due to
the pandemic.

Osage Nation employees
to be tested for COVID-19
before returning to work
Osage Nation employees
will be tested for COVID-19 before returning to work on May
11. According to an all-employee April 29 executive branch
memorandum from Director
of Operations Casey Johnson,
as a “precautionary measure”
all employees will be required
to be tested at the Wah-ZhaZhi Health Center for the
COVID-19 virus prior to returning to their worksite.

Grayhorse and Pawhuska
Inlonshka postpone their
dances till further notice
The Drumkeepers of the
Grayhorse and Pawhuska districts have postponed their annual Inlonshka dances for the
safety and wellbeing of Osages
everywhere.

Federal judge to determine
legality of gaming
compacts with two tribes
OKLAHOMA CITY —Gov.
Kevin Stitt is asking a federal judge to determine exactly
who has the power to expand
the terms of Oklahoma’s gaming compacts.

JULY
2020 Osage Nation General
Election results certified
The Wahzhazhe Elections
Board certified the results of
the June 1 Osage Nation General Election, which included
the Congressional race for six
seats and two Constitutional
amendment questions with
one of those passing.

JUNE
Three Osage Nation
Congressmen re-elected;
three new members elected
Osage voters re-elected Joe
Tillman, RJ Walker and John
Maker as Osage Nation Congressmen and selected three
new members in the June 1,
2020 General Election, Jodie
Revard, Pam Shaw, and Billy
Keene.
6th ON Congress votes
to hold removal trial
for Congresswoman
Shannon Edwards
A removal trial will take
place for Congresswoman
Shannon Edwards on June 23.
The 6th Osage Nation Congress called itself into a 9th
Special Session to conduct the
trial, which will begin at 10
a.m. in the legislative chambers in downtown Pawhuska,
according to the special session proclamation.

Inauguration Day ceremony moving to Pawhuska
due to COVID-19 pandemic
After recent spikes in positive COVID-19 coronavirus
cases locally and nationwide,
the 2020 Osage Nation Inauguration Day ceremonial plans
are being reworked to cut down
on potential crowding and will
be held July 11 in Pawhuska
on the government campus.
COVID Task Force releases
project details for CARES
Act funding
The Osage Nation received
its third and final payment of
funding from the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act on June 26.
Osage Nation to close four
Head Start facilities
After 41 years, parents in
Osage County will no longer
have the choice of enrolling
their child in an Osage Nation
Head Start.
Exec discusses plans,
priorities for WELA and
See Year in Review
—Continued on Page 13

Osage Nation Congressman
recovers from COVID-19
Osage News

Osage Casinos suspends
hotel and gaming
operations until
further notice
The Gaming Enterprise
Board unanimously passed
an emergency resolution to
suspend hotel and gaming operations at all seven casinos
starting at 11:59 p.m. March
18, until further notice due to
the pandemic.
Candidates extend their
campaigns online
With the novel coronavirus COVID-19 and safety
measures for the country top
of mind, the Osage Nation
General Election is moving
forward.
Election Office video

Osage Nation mourns
passing of WWII
veteran Charles Edward
Lookout Jr.
World War II veteran
Charles Edward Lookout Jr.
passed away on May 6, 2020,
in Tulsa at the age of 97.

Third group discusses
economic development,
COVID-19 impact
With the global COVID-19
pandemic sidelining countless public gatherings and
annual event functions, the
2020 Osage News Candidate
Debates shifted online for the
first time on April 25 with all
15 Congressional candidates
participating.

Osage Casinos furloughs
more than 75 percent
of its workforce during
pandemic
With all seven of its properties shuttered since mid-March
due to COVID-19, Osage Casinos has had to furlough more
than 75 percent of its employees.

Sixth ON Congress honors
outgoing Congressman
Archie Mason
Before adjourning the 2020
Hun-Kah Session, the Sixth
ON Congress honored Archie
Mason, one of the longest serving members, before he retires
with his third term ending this
summer.

APRIL
Chief Standing Bear
declares state of emergency
and sends non-essential
personnel home
Principal Chief Geoffrey
Standing Bear declared a Public Health State of Emergency
on March 19. Following that
declaration all non-essential
Osage Nation employees were
directed to work from home
due to the pandemic.

diums, Osage Congressional
hopefuls took to their laptops
and smart phones for the
Osage News’ candidate debate.
Due to COVID-19, the Osage
News editorial board voted in
March to cancel the in-person
debates scheduled for April
4 at Osage Casino Tulsa. Instead, the debates were postponed to April 25 and moved
to Zoom.

MAY (Candidate
Special Edition)
Candidate Debates hosted
online via Zoom video
conferencing
Instead of taking to the po-

Osage Nation Congressman Billy Keene tested positive for COVID-19 at the
end of November, joining
other tribal leaders in Indian Country who have been
infected with the virus.
He posted about his diagnosis on his Facebook page
on Nov. 30.
“Tested positive for Covid
last week. Have had mild
symptoms. Have family who
is suffering. Am asking for
prayers,” he posted. “Thank
you and God bless you.”
He said he only experienced mild symptoms, such
as a cough, sore throat and
his oxygen levels were normal.
Keene lives in Pawhuska
where case numbers rose

File Photo

Osage Nation Congressman
Billy Keene tested positive for
COVID-19.

in the community following
Thanksgiving.
On Nov. 30, Pawhuska has
37 active cases of COVID-19,
according to the OK State
Department of Health. The
city of Hominy had 22 active
cases, Fairfax had 8 active
cases, and Skiatook had 104
active cases.
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Sovereign Community School facing termination hearing over finances
Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton
Osage News
OKLAHOMA CITY — A
month after putting its accreditation on probation, the state
Board of Education has taken a step towards pulling the
plug on an Indigenous-focused
charter school.
Citing concerns about the
school’s long-term financial
viability and ability to offer
enough required courses for
high school graduation, the
board voted unanimously at
its Dec. 17 meeting to schedule a termination hearing for
Sovereign Community School
within 90 days.
“We keep hearing the same
thing: that things aren’t really improving,” state Superintendent Joy Hofmeister said.
“It’s not that you don’t want
to, but just that things are so
weighty in terms of what has
to be accomplished and the
burden is so great. I do not
have confidence that that is
going to change with an extension of another month or two
or three.”
Under state law, the state
board of education must provide a public hearing before it
terminates the accreditation
of a school district or charter
school. Unless it waives its
right to a hearing, the school
will have a right to legal counsel and be able to present ev-

idence to justify keeping its
accreditation.
If the board does vote to
terminate Sovereign Community School’s accreditation,
the 103 students currently enrolled there would need to find
new schools for the 2021-2022
school year.
A date has not been set yet
for the hearing and officials
with the state Board of Education’s legal team reiterated
that just because a hearing
has been set does not automatically mean the school’s accreditation will be revoked if it
is able to quickly get its finances in order.
“It is best to set the timeline
now,” state school board attorney Brad Clark said. “It does
not mean that it (termination)
will be the outcome necessarily, but it will allow everyone in
a transparent manner enough
time to plan.”
Oklahoma’s charter school
law requires charter schools
to have a sponsor. Should a
charter school be unable to get
a school district, university or
tribe to sign on in that role,
the state Board of Education
can do so, as it did in 2018 for
Sovereign Charter School after
Oklahoma City Public Schools
rejected it twice.
As the school’s sponsor, the
state school board voted in
June to allow Sovereign Community School’s organizers

to take out a $700,000 loan
from Santa Fe South Development Inc., an Oklahoma Citybased property acquisition
entity that works with charter schools and education-focused non-profit organization.
With the school facing almost
$200,000 in debts thanks to
unexpected expenses and lower enrollment than originally
projected, the loan was needed
to keep Sovereign Community
School’s doors open until its
mid-year state aid allocation
arrived. Among the debts still
outstanding are legally required payments to the state’s
teacher retirement system on
behalf of the school’s faculty.
That approval was contingent upon the school presenting monthly financial reports
to state board of education and
an expedited annual audit.
Although Clark said the flow
of communication between
the school and officials with
the Oklahoma Department of
Education has improved exponentially in recent months,
he also noted that the audit is
still incomplete.
Speaking before the board,
SCS Superintendent Matt Wilson confirmed that the school
has not established a timeline
for when it will repay that
loan. It also has not included
the outstanding debts in its
operating budget for the current school year.

“Putting that timeframe,
that’s going to put a lot of urgency on our school board,”
Wilson said. “I am doing my
best to communicate and put
things out. We do need a timeframe. If we can’t cut it, then
that’s when we need to make
the decision.”
Additionally, within the last
two months, the school has
had to either fire or ask for the
resignations of two teachers
and a bus driver due to finances. That leaves the school with
just seven teachers, prompting additional questions about
whether the school is providing a sufficient course load for
its freshmen and sophomores
to meet high school graduation
requirements.
“I don’t doubt that they’re
working really hard,” Clark
said. “I don’t doubt that at all.
The thin level of sustainability, if there even is that, is in
serious doubt. They’re talking
about cutting their teaching
staff, using volunteers and at
least considering only teaching
certain areas. The financial
stability and ramifications of
that are what I’d place as serious doubt as to the future of
this school.”
With a curriculum emphasizing Indigenous culture and
traditions, Sovereign Charter
School started classes in August. It had to delay the start
of its inaugural school year af-

ter its original campus site did
not pass mandatory building
inspections, thus prompting a
scramble to find a new location
and unexpected additional expenses. That scramble prompted a smaller enrollment than
initially budgeted for, with
many of the students enrolling
after the initial state aid allocation was provided.
At the start of the current
school year, Sovereign Community School’s enrollment
had tripled from May. However, when the charter school
had to pivot to distance learning this fall due to climbing
Covid-19 case numbers in the
Oklahoma City area, Wilson
said at a previous meeting
that more than 100 students
and their families fled to
Epic One-on-One, the state’s
largest online charter school.
Those departures meant even
more cuts to the school’s state
aid allocation.
When asked by board member Bill Flanagan, Wilson said
the school’s leadership has
reached out to tribes across
the state for financial support, but also acknowledged
that the impact of Covid-19 on
tribal programs and operating
budgets has made it difficult.
“It might be the life saver for
our school,” he said. “I go home
and pray about it. That’s all I
can do.”

Bacone College appoints Pratt as CFO, Vice President of Finance
Benny Polacca
Osage News
An Osage business professional has joined the executive team for Bacone College
in Muskogee, Okla., where
she is serving as Chief Financial Officer and Vice President
of Finance.
On Oct. 16, Bacone College
announced its appointment of
Mary Jo Pratt for the finance
post at the 140-year-old higher
education institute founded as
an Indian College before Oklahoma statehood. In a statement, the college notes Pratt’s
appointment means Bacone’s
executive team is now 85
percent Native American as
she hails from Osage, Blackfeet, Shawnee, Delaware,
Peoria, Chippewa-Cree, and
Cherokee bloodlines.
“I am living my wildest
dreams and extremely energized to be joining Bacone
College as we enter this next
chapter,” Pratt said of her new
post. “I am also very grateful
for the opportunity to share
my knowledge and resources
in order to make the community a better place for both young
people and adults alike.”
Pratt holds a Master of
Business Administration degree focused in IT Manage-

Courtesy Photo/Bacone College

Mary Jo Pratt was recently appointed as Bacone College’s Chief
Financial Officer and Vice President of Finance.

ment from Western Governors
University and earned her
bachelor’s degree in accounting from Rogers State University. She ran for ON Congress
in the 2018 and 2020 elections
and previously worked in several posts for Cherokee Nation
Businesses, now Cherokee
Federal, in tribal business development with experience in
project management and as a
financial analyst.
“I am honored to join Bacone
College during such a pivotal
moment in its 140-year history,” Pratt said in a statement.
“Bacone is a well-known name
across Indian Country. I am a
first-generation college graduate. My goal was to not only
get my education but to con-

Bacone College honored Osage businessman Mark J. Simms with an honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters degree during the Dec. 12 college
commencement ceremony held in the Skyline Event Center at the Tulsa
Osage Casino Hotel.

Mark Simms receives honorary
doctorate from Bacone College
Osage elder and former tribal legislator Mark J. Simms received an Honorary Doctorate
of Humane Letters from Bacone College at its commence-

ment ceremony held Dec. 12 in
the Skyline Event Center at
the Tulsa Osage Hotel Casino.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Muskogee-based
historic Bacone College postSee Simms
—Continued on Page 18

College. They are the United
Keetoowah Band of Cherokee
Indians of Oklahoma, Osage
Nation, Otoe-Missouria Tribe,
Cheyenne & Arapaho Tribes,
and Kiowa Tribe ... Though
Bacone College is a historically Native American-serving
college and maintains that
portion of its mission, our
student body includes women
and men from diverse backgrounds: Tribal, Hispanic,
African-American, and Anglo. Likewise, the best of our
Christian heritage (originally
founded and supported by the
American Baptist Churches,
USA) undergirds our life together – without mandating
it for anyone. Today Bacone
College is moving away from
private-college status toward
its goal to become a public
Tribal College.”
In a statement, Clark said
Pratt is believed to be Bacone’s
first female CFO and that her
experience with business finance will complement and
build upon the positive success her predecessor, Jerome

Steele, achieved during his
two years with Bacone.
“So much of our recent success is due to the leadership
and expertise of Mr. Steele,
especially the major improvement of our financial bottom
line …,” Clark said. “We are
also excited that Ms. Pratt
has joined our team as we
continue on our mission to
educate Native American students. She brings a steady
and expert skillset to improve
Bacone College’s financial
status as we transform into a
tribal college.”
Pratt said she is not only
passionate about business and
finance, but also about Native
American culture, history, and
spirituality. She said she feels
a calling to assist Bacone College through the next chapter
in its long and storied history.
“Accounting and finance
are the heart of an organization, and I feel a special connection to Bacone College.
And now to find out recently
See Pratt
—Continued on Page 13

NAJA, NYU announce full tuition scholarship
for NYU Arthur L. Carter Journalism Institute
Native American Journalists Association

Courtesy photo/ Bacone College

Benny Polacca
Osage News

tribute to the betterment of my
people and my communities.”
At Bacone, Pratt’s duties include overseeing the college’s
finance, accounting, financial
planning and analysis, internal audit, tax and treasury
functions. Her position oversees Bacone’s business office
and she reports to Bacone
President Dr. Ferlin Clark
(Navajo Nation) along with
other college department and
executive team members, according to the college organization work chart.
According to the Oklahoma
Historical Society website,
Bacone is Oklahoma’s first
college. Originally named Indian University, it started
classes on February 9, 1880,
with three students at “Jones
Cottage,” Tahlequah, Indian
Territory. Chartered by the
Muscogee (Creek) Nation in
1881, the purpose of the school
was to provide Christian education for American Indians.
On Bacone’s website, it
notes: “Today, five Oklahoma Tribes charter Bacone

The New York University
Arthur L. Carter Journalism
Institute is proud to offer a
new full-tuition scholarship
to a Native American Journalism Association (NAJA)
member admitted to one of
the ten NYU Journalism
graduate programs in the fall
of 2021.
This full tuition scholarship is worth greater than
$70,000.
The goal of the NYU Journalism-NAJA
scholarship
is to support an exceptional journalist who might not
otherwise have the opportunity to earn a graduate journalism degree in one of the
school’s top-level NYU graduate journalism programs:
• Cultural Reporting &
Criticism
• Business & Economic
Reporting
• Global & Joint Program
Studies
• Literary Reportage
• Magazine & Digital
Storytelling
• News & Documentary
• Reporting the Nation &
New York

• Science, Health
& Environmental
Reporting
• Studio 20: Digital First
• American Journalism
Online Master’s
New York University’s Arthur L. Carter Journalism
Institute is a pioneer in educating today’s journalists.
Not confined by the traditional structure that defines most
journalism schools, their
small cohort size allows for
a deeper, more personalized
experience. And NYU Journalism programs emphasize
the critical thinking skills so
important when covering a
complex, interrelated world.
All of this adds up to the perfect combination of skills and
mastery of content.
The strength of NYU’s
journalism program stems
from the accomplishments
of their faculty, who are at
the top of their fields. Their
professors author books on
important
contemporary
topics. They publish in the
most prestigious papers,
magazines, and reviews. And
they produce award-winning
documentaries and broadcast news specials for major
media outlets. NYU profes-

sors are much more than just
mentors—they are deeply invested in their students’ success as future journalists.
Interested candidates only
need to complete the regular
NYU Journalism application.
Proof of membership in the
Native American Journalism
Association (NAJA) must be
submitted at the time of accepting the fellowship award.
Applicants may join NAJA
upon receiving the offer.
Please note that membership in the NAJA is open to
individuals of all racial backgrounds, and this scholarship
is as well.
The deadline to apply is
Feb. 10, 2021. Some flexibility is available with the
deadline and interested candidates should contact NYU
with any extension requests.
For
further
information about the NYU Journalism NAJA scholarship
or admission to the NYU
Arthur L. Carter Journalism
Institute,
please
contact our graduate administrative aide Noah Daly at
noah.daly@nyu.edu or call
212-998-7993.
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Osage Nation to hold Dec. 28 ribbon
cutting for meat processing plant
Benny Polacca
Osage News

SHERRY STINSON/Osage News

The Osage News 2021 calendars, featuring images from Inlonshka past,
are now available for sale.

Osage News 2021 calendars
now available for sale
Osage News

The Osage News 2021 calendars are now available for
sale featuring a variety of staff
photos taken during Inlonshka
in previous years.
Each month of the calendar
features a variety of photos
takens through the years at
each of the three Osage villages
during the respective four-day
Inlonshka occasions held in
June. Each page indicates the
years the photos were taken.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Grayhorse, Hominy
and Pawhuska districts all decided to postpone their 2020 Inlonshka dances held during the
month of June. The Hominy
District later held its Inlonshka
in September with only Hominy District Osages and families
in attendance to reduce crowding like with other social events
worldwide, which were either
canceled, postponed or held
with reduced capacities.

Bartlesville-based designer Sherry Stinson of Tyler
Creative, who designs the
monthly Osage News print edition, also designed the News’
2020 Calendar.
The calendar consists of various photos taken around the
three villages’ grounds during
the Inlonshka occasions and
costs $15 each.
Those interested in purchasing calendars can stop in our
office (facial masks required)
or call and order over the
phone. We are now accepting
credit/debit card payments.
We also accept cash, check or
money order.
Osage News
604 Kihekah
Pawhuska, OK 74056
Phone: (918) 287-5668
Email: osagenews@osagenation-nsn.gov
Also message us on Facebook!

The Osage Nation is starting 2021 with its newly-built
meat processing plant completed to provide Osage citizens with more access to meat
from locally raised livestock
and bison.
A 1 p.m. ribbon cutting ceremony is scheduled Monday,
Dec. 28, at the meat processing plant located in the Nation’s Industrial Park north
of downtown Hominy.
Principal Chief Geoffrey
Standing Bear will deliver
remarks before cutting the
ribbon marking the launch
of the facility, according to a
news release. Attendees at
the ribbon cutting will receive
a tour of the plant before it
starts operations.
“The meat plant will process beef and bison from the
Nation’s 43,000-acre ranch
west of Pawhuska, and will
also provide tribal ranchers with expanded capacity to process their livestock
and wild game,” according to
the release. “The new plant
is designed to strengthen
the Osage Nation’s capacity to address food security
disruptions created by the
COVID-19 pandemic this
year. Meat from the processing plant will be distributed
to the Nation’s Elder Nutrition (Title VI), Child Nutrition, and Food Distribution
programs. A retail store will
also operate at the facility.”
The completion of the meat
processing plant comes as the
Nation also built new structures at The Harvest Land
(formerly named Bird Creek
Farms) in Pawhuska to grow

CODY HAMMER/Osage News

New equipment is being brought into the new meatpacking facility in
Hominy. November 5, 2020.

food produce year-round in a
greenhouse and multipurpose
building on the Nation-owned
property. The Nation used a
portion of its awarded CARES
Act funding to construct these
structures, including the
meat processing plant.
“Food
security,
which
has long been a critical issue within our Nation, came
under increased pressure
when COVID-19 hit,” Jann
Hayman Director of the ON
Department of Natural Resources, which is overseeing the project, said in a
statement. “Our new meat
processing plant gives us a
vital new asset in overcoming the immediate disruption,
and in addressing our longterm needs.”
In September 2020, the
Nation launched an online
survey to gage potential utilization of the meat processing plant and more than 240
people responded. “Of the
46 respondents who reported processing animals each
year for personal use or to
sell to others, 97% expressed
strong interest in utilizing
the Osage Nation facility if

its fees were similar to those
charged by other processing
plants in the region,” according to the release. Also, according to the survey, “88%
of the participants listed the
area’s lack of slaughter capacity as a significant problem. Nearly two-thirds (61%)
of the respondents reported
having to wait at least six
months to secure an available delivery date with a
processing facility.”
The Nation also reported
a separate survey conducted
among Osage hunters “found
similarly strong support for
including wild game processing services. More than half
(52%) of the 161 people who
responded to that survey reported using a commercial
facility for their deer processing. Ninety-six percent of
those hunters said they would
use an Osage Nation facility
if costs were equivalent to
existing processors.”
To learn more about the
ON Department of Natural Resources, please visit:
www.osagenation-nsn.gov/
what-we-do/department-natural-resources

Save the date: Northern California
Osage holding virtual gathering Jan. 23
Benny Polacca
Osage News

Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton to
join staff of Tulsa World
Osage News

Osage News contributor
Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton has
accepted a position with the
Tulsa World as its newest Education Reporter.
Krehbiel-Burton has been
contributing to Osage News
coverage since 2016, first a
freelancer and then on contract, covering Minerals Council issues, gaming issues with
the state, federal court filings
and education.
“Getting the opportunity to
work with Lenzy over the years
has been a pure joy. We’re going to miss her, but she won’t
be far,” said Osage News Editor
Shannon Shaw Duty. “We applaud her in her new position.
The readers of the Tulsa World
will be enriched by her diverse
and tireless coverage and she
brings her experience as a Native journalist to her tenure.”
Krehbiel-Burton, Cherokee,
writes for multiple tribal publications, as well as the Associated Press and Reuters. She
holds two bachelor’s degrees
in journalism and broadcasting, and political science and a
master’s degree in international studies, all from Oklahoma
State University. She is also a
current board member for the
Native American Journalists
Association and the Oklahoma
Pro Chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists.
“Over the last four years, the
readers of Osage News have
graciously given me the chance
to help tell their stories – the

Courtesy Photo

Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton will join the
Tulsa World as their new Education
Reporter.

good, the bad and the ugly.
The news team and editorial
board welcomed me as family
even before I was officially under contract. That has meant
the world not only to me, but
to my husband and children as
well. It also made it that much
harder to make this jump,
even to a publication that has
played such a formative role
in my personal and professional lives,” Krehbiel-Burton
said. “‘Grateful’ is not a strong
enough word for how I feel
towards my tenure at Osage
News, but it is the closest word
I can muster. Wado for the last
four years. Wado for all the story leads and answered phone
calls. Wado for your continued
support of a strong, independent press, which makes it
possible to tell all those stories.
I don’t intend to be a stranger
and sincerely hope that goes
both ways.”

The Northern California
Osage is holding a virtual
gathering on Jan. 23, 2021 for
the region’s Osage citizens.
With the COVID-19 pandemic ongoing and prompting
a statewide California stay
at home order in place since
March 2020, the NCO plans
to hold the virtual meeting via
Zoom starting at 12:30 p.m.
(Pacific Standard Time).
“Please save the date of
Saturday, January 23, 2021
for the NorCal Osage Winter
Gathering. This virtual meeting will be live from 12:30 to
3 p.m. and open to Osages living in Northern California,”
according to Carol Arata, an
Osage citizen living in the Bay
Area. “The meeting will be re-

corded and made available to
others after the meeting date.”
A list of gathering presenters is being developed and
more details will be provided
at a later date.
In the meantime, California is under supplemental regional stay at home orders as
of Dec. 3 which take effect the
day after a region has been announced to have less than 15%
intensive care unit bed availability. “The supplemental order clarifies retail operations
and goes into effect immediately. They prohibit private gatherings of any size, close sector
operations except for critical
infrastructure and retail, and
require 100% masking (with
certain exceptions as indicated within guidance for use of
face coverings) and physical
distancing in all others,” ac-

cording to the state’s website
on COVID-19 restrictions and
updates.
The last in-person gathering
for the Northern California
Osage took place in Woodland
in November 2019. The meeting featured ON government
officials as guest speakers providing updates on the Nation
and a culture craft activity, in
addition to fellowship among
Osages and their families that
usually travel from various
parts of the 58-county state
with an approximately 40 million population.
For more information on the
NCO virtual gathering Osages
can email osages@northerncaliforniaosage.org
Up-to-date information on
COVID-19 in California is
available online at: https://
covid19.ca.gov
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Virtual casting call for ‘Major Feature Film Gray Horse’ is underway
Shannon Shaw Duty
Osage News
A virtual open call for extras for the
upcoming major motion picture “Gray
Horse” was announced on the Oklahoma Film and Music office website on
Dec. 21. The open call will be held by
Norman-based Freihofer Casting.
According to sources with the film,
“Gray Horse” is the same production as
“Killers of the Flower Moon.” The name
of the film has not yet been officially
determined or announced. When the
public sees the film title “Gray Horse,”
it is still the same film being directed
by Martin Scorsese, based on David
Grann’s bestselling book, “Killers of the
Flower Moon: The Osage Murders and
the Birth of the FBI.”
The virtual casting call is for all ethnicities over the age of 18. Last year,
under the name KFM, the production
hosted an in-person open call for members of the Osage community only. If
Osages did not have the opportunity
to attend last year’s open call, they
can submit their information virtually. The new open casting call extends
the casting to more communities
around Oklahoma.
“It’s an easy and fun way to play a
part in a film portraying 1920’s Oklahoma! While we would normally hold
a large open call for extras on this film

Osage News Screenshot

A virtual open call for extras for an upcoming major motion picture titled “Gray Horse” was
announced on the Oklahoma Film and Music office website on Dec. 21.

(as we did last year), current conditions
caused us to create a virtual version instead,” according to the announcement.
“The virtual open call will consist of
simply filling out an online questionnaire and providing the casting office
with a little bit of information. If you
attended one of the Open Casting Calls
last year, you need not re-apply.”

Beginning early next year, the extras casting department will begin
reaching out to certain individuals to
check availability and start the casting
selection process for the earlier scenes
in the film’s schedule, according to the
source. Extras casting will continue
throughout filming and the process will
be ongoing for several months. Individ-

uals that are not contacted in the first
round of communication will continue
to be considered for other scenes later
in the production’s schedule.
The film is scheduled to begin filming in the spring and continue throughout the summer.
In November 2019, Freihofer Casting
hosted a two-day open call in Pawhuska at the Osage County fairgrounds
and nearly 700 Osages showed up for a
chance to be in the film.
The film will star Leonardo DiCaprio and Robert De Niro as two of the
main protagonists. The rest of the cast
has not been publicly named and it is
unknown whether a cast has been selected – although Osages in the area
have said they have been called about
various roles in the film.
In May, it was announced that Apple Studios will produce the film while
Paramount will distribute the film theatrically worldwide.
On the Airbnb website for listings
in Pawhuska, the months of February through August are booked solid.
The virtual open casting call for “Gray
Horse” is also asking for a person’s
availability between the months of
February and September, 2021.
For more information about the open
casting call or to apply as an extra, visit
https://okfilmmusic.org/jobs/castingcalls-jobs/virtual-open-call-for-majorfeature-film-gray-horse/

All photos by CODY HAMMER/Osage News
Students from the Osage-owned Dance Maker Academy performed, “The Nutcracker,” Dec.
12-13, at the historic Constantine Theater in downtown Pawhuska. Students put on a walkthrough show on Dec. 11 to prep for the weekend performances.
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The ‘Christmas
Star’ makes an
appearance in
Osage county
Sherry Stinson
Osage News
The Great Conjunction of
Jupiter and Saturn, otherwise known as “the Christmas
Star,” made its appearance
under the arch of the Osage
Nation Heritage Trail on
December 21st, 2020.
According to EarthSky.org,
a conjunction is terminology
used to describe meetings of
planets and other objects in
our sky. Jupiter/Saturn conjunctions happen every 20
years; the last one in the year
2000. But not all conjunctions
are created equal. The 2020
meeting of Jupiter and Saturn
was the closest since 1623 and
the closest observable since
1226! This year’s extra close
meeting won’t be matched
again until the Jupiter/Saturn
conjunction of March 15, 2080.

SHERRY STINSON/Osage News

The Great Conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, otherwise known as the “Christmas star” made its rare appearance under the arch of the Osage Nation
Heritage Trail sign. With that, the Osage News staff would like to wish its readers a Happy New Year.

Billboards highlight Osage artists’ work
and deliver public health message
Osage News

Osage County travelers will
see some familiar images as
they go to their destinations
during the holiday season.
Thanks to a grant, three billboards now showcase the artwork of Addie Roanhorse.
Jaime Clark, ON Public
Health Nurse, who was in
charge of overseeing the design of the billboards said she
chose Roanhorse’s artwork
because of their public health
message, and their beauty.
At the start of the pandemic, when the Osage Nation
told most of their employees
to work from home to slow the

CODY HAMMER/Osage News

Osage artist Addie Roanhorse stands near one of the billboards she
helped design for Osage Nation Public Health Nurse, Jaime Clark.

spread of COVID-19, Roanhorse created two posters of an
Osage man and woman wear-

A poster designed by Osage artist Addie Roanhorse is of an Osage man
wearing a face mask in his traditional Osage clothes. The artwork was inspired by her uncles.

A poster designed by Osage artist Addie Roanhorse is of an Osage woman wearing a face mask. She is wearing a traditional Osage necklace and
earrings.

ing face masks. The posters
say words like “Mask Up” and
“Be the Example”. The posters were a hit and they were
shared widely across Indian
Country via social media.
Roanhorse
has
created
many works of art for the
Osage Nation. Her works promote events, they serve as outreach to the Native community
and they’re educational.
The Osage News sat down
with Roanhorse to ask her
about her inspirations.
Osage News: The artwork
of the Osage warrior and woman in masks has been shared
on social media across Indian
Country. What was your inspiration?
Addie Roanhorse: When
the pandemic first started in
March, I realized very quickly the importance of masks. I
started to work on the poster
during the shut down in anticipation that a visual graphic for social media and other
outlets would be needed. My
inspiration was from my first
memories of Osage dancers,
my uncles and they always
wore Ray-Ban shades while
dancing and it reminded me
of the Blues Brothers. I knew
it needed to be an image that
my Osage people could relate
to, and I was thrilled when
I noticed how many times
the image had been shared
throughout Indian Country.
News: You’re the daughter of the late Gina Gray, renowned Osage artist. Has that
fact been something that has
shaped you into the artist you
are today?
Roanhorse: Absolutely, in
our household being an artist
was our way of life. My brother Dante and my daughter
Anya are both artists as well,
it’s just how we were raised.
It never occurred to me that I
would be anything but an artist and knowing how proud our
mother would be is what keeps
me going.
News: What are you currently working on, in terms of
art?
Roanhorse: Currently, I
have two commissioned paintSee Roanhorse
—Continued on Page 15
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Osage songwriter Walker Martin, along with his co-writer Luke
Christenson, won the Country Songwriter of the Year award from the
Texas Country Music Association in September.

Osage songwriter wins
Country Songwriter of the
Year from Texas Country
Music Association
Shannon Shaw Duty
Osage News
Osage songwriter Walker
Martin, along with singer/
songwriter Luke Christenson, took home the Country Songwriter of the Year
award from the Texas
Country Music Association
for their song “Fort Worth
and You.”
The awards were held at
the Fort Worth Stockyards
at Billy Bob’s Texas in September. Martin is the first
Osage tribal member to win
the award from the TCMA.
Martin, 50, was born and
raised in Pawhuska. He currently lives in Bartlesville
where he does most of his
work and songwriting. He’s
a father to six children, a
grandfather to three grandchildren and he’s a U.S.
Army Veteran who saw combat in Desert Storm.
He’s from the Pawhuska
District and his Osage name
is Hu-Tha Zhu-Tse, Red
Eagle.
He sat down with Osage
News to talk about his songwriting career, where he gets
his inspiration and what’s
next for him.
Osage News: How long
have you been writing songs?
Walker Martin: I have
been writing songs since
1993. I wrote my first actual song when I was in the
Army. I’ve been writing
poetry since the 5th grade
and again when I entered
high school.
News: What inspires you
when you write your music?
What’s the most inspirational for you?
Martin: Depends on if
it’s something I say or some-

thing that catches. Then the
hook, and it gets in my head
and builds. I’ll build a song
backwards from the last line
of the chorus and put everything around it. Once I
have a concept in my head
its easy, it’s like painting a
picture.
News: What did it feel
like to win Country Songwriter of the Year from the
TMCA?
Martin: Crazy! It was
surreal at first and I couldn’t
believe it. We were just a
couple of guys from Pawhuska, Oklahoma.
News: Did you guys nominate your song or did somebody else?
Martin: Luke Christenson entered it for consideration. There were over
a thousand songs entered
and we got contacted several months back and was
told we were in the top 10.
I thought that was a great
honor – it was pretty satisfying to win.
News: What was your
process and experience like
co-writing the song “Fort
Worth and You”?
Martin: For “Fort Worth
and You” I was on the porch
and Luke called and said he
had an idea. They had been
driving back and forth from
Minnesota and Fort Worth,
Texas, working pipeline and
recording records. He called
and said it was a promise
he had made to his wife. He
told her that if it ever got too
much that he would shut it
all down and turn around
and go home. He had the
first verse and chorus, and I
came in with a verse I wrote
See Martin
—Continued on Page 15
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Osage curator Jami Powell creates
space for Indigenous communities
Abigail S. Mashunkashey
Osage News
Curator, by its simplest definition, is “to keep” or “take
care of.” Art curators are expected to manage a museum’s
collection, research, select and
acquire art works, plan the display and educate, among many
other job duties. It’s a profession that, if done well, requires
an incredible amount of dedication and passion. Jami Powell, Ph.D., the first associate
curator of Native American
art at the Hood Museum of Art
(Dartmouth College), considers her role to be an extension
of who she is, not only what
she does.
“I think the most challenging thing about working in
museums is that I can’t separate my professional life from

Courtesy Photo

Jami Powell, who is also a lecturer in the Native American Studies program at Dartmouth, teaches with ledger art from the Hood Museum’s
collections.

my personal life,” says Powell.
“My being – an Osage, a mother, a daughter, a granddaughter – is really entangled with

Courtesy Photo/Nick Ryan

my profession, so it hits me
differently when I have a hard
day at work. But, I think that’s
something more people should
be doing. To care deeply about
what you do is a strength.”
The call for arts institutions
to decolonize and act more
responsibly with Indigenous
art and artifacts has been a
decades-long-struggle for Native communities. For Powell,
this realization came during a
fourth grade field trip to The
Field Museum in Chicago.
“Growing up, my father
was in the Navy, so we moved
around a lot, but traveled back
to Oklahoma every summer
for the In-Lon-Schka,” she remembers. “But that was something that my friends never
got to see and definitely didn’t
understand, so I was really
excited to show them about
my culture during the visit.
When we got there, only men
were represented and it didn’t
include anything current. My
peers said things like, ‘you’re
not a real Indian because you
don’t have long braids’ or ‘you
don’t wear Indian clothes.’”
This formative experience

Jami Powell, her siblings Michael Powell and Taylor Ireland, her sons
Grayson and Callum Ryan, and her niece Paisley Powell preparing to
dance during the 2019 Pawhuska Inlonshka.

—Continued on Page 18

See Powell
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Ricky Eaves, standing in front of the Lookout Family Native American
Church, officially changed his name to Ricky Lookout RulingHisSun to
honor his Osage and Pawnee ancestry.

A change in name brings peace,
comfort and understanding
Shannon Shaw Duty
Osage News
For years, the name Richard “Ricky” Eaves has been
called out in dance arenas
around Indian Country.

Courtesy Photo

A photo of Ricky Lookout RulingHisSun’s Pawnee great-great-grandfather, of which he changed his
name to honor.

“First Place in Straight,
Ricky Eaves!”
A longtime fixture on the
Powwow Trail and a respected tail dancer for the Osage
Inlonshka for the WaXaKoLi
District, Ricky Eaves is widely known in Native American
circles. So, it took many by
surprise when he announced
via social media that he was
embracing his Indigenous
identity and changing his
name to Richard Lookout
RulingHisSun.
What many don’t know,
was that at 59 years old, he
was making peace with his
Osage and Pawnee ancestry
and hoping that others would
also embrace their Indigenous identities.
RulingHisSun is half Osage
and half Pawnee, making
him full blood Native American. His mother, the late
Dora Armeda Lookout, was
full blood Osage. His father,
See RulingHisSun
—Continued on Page 16
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LEFT: A ribbon skirt submitted Dante Biss-Grayson for the ONM’s latest exhibit, “Creativity 2020: Art from the Community.”
ABOVE: Photography by Ryan RedCorn and a painting by Dante Biss-Grayson submitted for the ONM’s latest exhibit, “Creativity 2020: Art from the Community.” The exhibit
debuted Dec. 18, 2020 and will run through Feb. 12, 2021.
RIGHT: A woman’s ribbonwork blanket by Ruth Shaw submitted for the ONM’s latest
exhibit, “Creativity 2020: Art from the Community.”

Creativity 2020: Art from the Community
celebrates enduring strength of Osage culture
Abigail S. Mashunkashey
Osage News
The Osage Nation Museum’s first exhibition since its
closure earlier this year, due
to COVID-19, is now open to
view online and in-person with
safety precautions in place.
Creativity 2020: Art from the
Community includes 33 works
by 34 community members,
ranging from burgeoning to
established artists, focused
on sharing work created in
response to the pandemic. In
the spirit of community building, all works submitted were
accepted and are on view. The
show features a diverse range
of media including paintings,
drawings, sculpture, photography, printmaking as well
as textiles including items of
dance clothing and facemasks.
During a virtual opening,
held on Friday, Dec. 18, Osage
Nation
Museum
Director
Marla Redcorn-Miller facilitated a viewing of each work,
as well as art talks and presentations by participating
artists Dante Biss-Grayson,
Anita Fields, Wendy Ponca and
Moira RedCorn.
“We’re so fortunate to have
the people that we have in our
community – artists, leaders
and professionals in all walks
of life – we have people who
work in the therapeutic areas
and tonight we’re going to be
listening to how art has impacted them through this process,”
said Redcorn-Miller while inviting attendees to consider the
healing and therapeutic properties of art making.
Wendy Ponca
Wendy Ponca, a fiber artist
with a Masters degree in Art
therapy, received an award for
being a legend and a superhero by the Osage Historical
Society last March. This honor prompted her piece, “Super
Hero Cape for Osage County
(2020)” -- a silkscreen printed

canvas with taffeta lining –
which symbolizes art as therapy and positivity.
“I really feel that art therapy
works better for Native Americans,” said Ponca. “That’s
been my impetus to even study
art therapy.”
Throughout the pandemic,
Ponca has been making masks
out of silk screen materials
and giving them away to anyone in need. This act of giving
has had a positive influence on
her art making practice.
“The fact that I’m giving it
away because it’s actually going to save someone’s life is
a good thing,” reflects Ponca.
“It’s all the good things.”
Anita Fields
At the beginning of the pandemic, clay and fabric artist
Anita Fields struggled with
finding ways to continue making, but quickly adapted, and
ultimately has found comfort
in doing the work and connecting with others.
“I knew that getting back to
the process of creating would
help with the feelings of uncertainty,” said Fields. “There
is healing in the creating and
making and thinking about
the time we live in right now.”
Fields’ piece “Move Forward
#1 (2020),” made with fabric,
ink, historic document facsimiles, embroidery thread and
metal sequins, represents the
survival of Osage people - both
past and present: “Osages are
familiar with hardship. We
are still here. We know what it
means to survive.”
Dante Biss-Grayson
Throughout the pandemic,
multidisciplinary artist Dante
Biss-Grayson has felt inspired
to diversify and explore new
mediums ranging from virtual reality to fashion design.
“Caught in the Storm (2020)”
stays true to his foundational practice of oil on canvas.
Biss-Grayson’s second piece in

Artwork submitted for the ONM’s latest exhibit, “Creativity
2020: Art from the Community.” The exhibit debuted Dec. 18,
2020 and will run through Feb. 12, 2021.

Artwork submitted Cortney Metzger for the ONM’s latest exhibit, “Creativity 2020: Art from the Community.”

the exhibit, “400 Ribbon Skirt
(2020)” is a piece from his Sky
Eagle Collection, a fashion line
ignited from his advocacy efforts and social practice.
“I designed 400 ribbon skirts
for the Sky Eagle Collection
who donated all of them to
battered women’s shelters on
reservations in the USA and
Canada,” reads Biss-Grayson’s
artist statement. “In support of
Missing Murdered Indigenous
Women’s (MMIW) Advocacy
groups, the Sky-Eagle Collection has donated to many
advocacy groups with the
goal to provide action to the
MMIW epidemic.”
Moira RedCorn
Artist and psychiatrist Moira RedCorn’s piece “Ritual of
a Peaceful Day (2020),” oil on
paper, represents her personal
journey through the pandemic.
While much of 2020 has been
chaotic, Redcorn found needed structure and connection
through ritual which included
saying the Wi-gi-e drawn on her
piece, in both Osage and English, every morning at sunrise.
In response to a question from
Redcorn-Miller about the value
of art and advice to young artists, RedCorn responded, ”The
flip side to the vulnerability
coin is bravery. And it’s a brave
act to put a piece out there. It
was beautiful to see so many
young people with their stuff in
this collection. How wonderful
was that, that these kids were
brave enough to put their work
out there? To me, that speaks
volumes. I love that.”
RedCorn’s
observation
speaks to the impressive age
range of the participating
artists, ranging from fouryears-old to elder community
members. All participating
artists’ objects are featured
at osagenationcreativity.com
with an artist statement that
provides scaffolding around
each artist’s process and reflections upon this period. A

Susan Shannon stands next to her photograph submitted for the ONM’s
latest exhibit, “Creativity 2020: Art from the Community.” The exhibit debuted Dec. 18, 2020 and will run through Feb. 12, 2021.

full list of Creativity 2020 Artists is below:

• Susan Shannon

Creativity 2020: Artists

• Shannon Shaw Duty

Artwork Addie Roanhorse submitted for the
ONM’s latest exhibit, “Creativity 2020: Art from the
Community.”

• Norman Akers
• Dante Biss-Grayson
• Vincent “Joe Don” Brave
• Preston S. Brave
• Vada Cass
• Vin Cass
• Dena Cosby
• Sarah Elsberry
• Ashley Fenton
• Anita Fields
• Jessica Rosemary Harjo
• Jonathan Lunsford
• Keli Mashburn
• Ross Mashunkashey
• Cortney Jean Metzger
• Erica Pretty Eagle Moore
• Ted Moore
• John Parker
• Elise Paschen
• Wendy Ponca
• Dow RedCorn
• Moira RedCorn
• R.A. RedCorn
• Ryan RedCorn
• Addie Roanhorse

• Ruth Shaw
• Arabel Standing Bear
• Alexandra Ponca Stock
• Jen Tiger
• Mary Jo Trumbly
• Jarica Walsh
• Rosemary Wood
Whether virtual or in-person, ONM invites everyone to
share, exchange and celebrate
the enduring strength of the
Osage culture and community.
“This great community of
people coming together and
sharing as a community has
been really hopeful for the
museum in opening up,” said
Redcorn-Miller. “I hope all
of you can take time to look
at the online virtual exhibit
and come into the museum, if
it’s possible.”
Creativity 2020: Art from
the Community will remain
on view through Feb. 12,
2021. Details about in-person viewing can be found at
www.osagenationcreativity.
com or by calling (918) 2875441. ONM is located at 819
Grandview Ave. Pawhuska,
OK 74056.

Artwork submitted for the ONM’s latest exhibit, “Creativity 2020: Art
from the Community.”

Artwork by Jonathan Lunsford (left) and Dena Cosby, submitted for the ONM’s latest exhibit, “Creativity 2020: Art
from the Community.”

Artwork by Dow Redcorn (left) and Arabel Standing Bear,
submitted for the ONM’s latest exhibit, “Creativity 2020: Art
from the Community.”
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Year in Review
–from Page 6
Daposka Ahnkodapi
It’s not about the money. Principal Chief Geoffrey
Standing Bear said shutting
down the Osage Nation’s
four Head Start facilities was
a decision he made to invest in
the Osage language and culture.

January 2021
federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act
funding, which totals more
than $44 million.
‘Killers of the Flower Moon’
to begin filming in
February 2021
This year may have brought
on a global pandemic and a
new world of changes, but next
year may bring excitement
and Hollywood fanfare to the
Osage community.
ON officials and U.S.
Attorney’s Office
collaborating on missing
and murdered tribal
citizens
Osage and federal officials
met Aug. 13 at the Osage
Nation Museum to collaborate on how to address cases of missing and murdered
tribal citizens.

AUGUST
Seventh ON Congress
members take oaths of
office
In a brief July 11 inauguration ceremony held in the
Minerals Council Chambers
building lobby due to the
morning rain, six Osages took
their oaths of office to serve
on the Seventh Osage Nation
Congress.
Osage Nation to give
out over $10M in direct
assistance
The Osage Nation has published the application and
policy for its CARES Direct
Assistance Program for those
tribal members affected by the
coronavirus pandemic.
Federal judge sides with
tribes and rules gaming
compacts renewed Jan. 1
OKLAHOMA CITY — A federal judge has sided with nine
Oklahoma tribes and ruled
that Oklahoma’s model tribal-gaming compact automatically renewed on Jan. 1.
SCOTUS rules Muscogee
(Creek) Nation
reservation never
formally disestablished
WASHINGTON — In a
5-4 ruling, the U.S. Supreme
Court sided with the 10th Circuit Court and ruled on July
9th that the federal government never formally disestablished the Muscogee (Creek)
Nation reservation.

OCTOBER
New deadline set for
annual re-enrollment
for Health Benefit plans
Osages who participate in
the Osage Nation health benefit plans now have a twomonth enrollment period and
deadline to participate in the
direct assistance health programs for the upcoming year.
The deadline set was Dec. 15.

Executive Branch provides
update to Congress on
CARES Act spending
At the start of the August
special session, the Seventh
Osage Nation Congress received an update on the Nation’s implementation of the

that can be enjoyed by the entire community.
NOVEMBER
Osage Nation opens second
round of applications
for CARES Act direct
assistance
Starting Oct. 15, the Osage
Nation is accepting a second
round of applications from
enrolled Osages to receive up
to $1,200 in direct assistance
due to hardships caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Strategic Plan update
will shape policy for
the next five years
After months of meetings
around the country and both
online and paper surveys, the
results for the Strategic Plan
update are in.
Repeal of Regional
Gathering Fund fails
during Tzi-Zho Session
The Regional Gathering
Fund has created a lot of discussion among Osages recently. After much debate and
discussion by members of the
7th Osage Nation Congress,
the fund prevailed.
BIA releases final
version of oil and gas
environmental impact
study on Osage County
The Bureau of Indian Affairs
has released the final version
of an environmental impact
study on Osage County’s oil
and gas operations. Published
in the Oct. 16 edition of the
Federal Register, the study
looked at the long-term potential impacts associated with
drilling permits, workover
permits and oil and gas leases
approved by the Osage Agency
under certain scenarios.

Osage News

LaMiyah Moore, 7, reads “God Bless The Moon” on her YouTube channel:
Story Time With Waterbird.

Osage youth reads to
kids this holiday season
Osage News

A video by 7-year-old LaMiyah Waterbird Moore, Osage,
is helping to spread cheer this
holiday season. On Dec. 12,
her parents posted a video of
her reading the book, “God
Bless the Moon.”
Her parents, Dillon Moore
and Bethany DuPoint, shared
the video on YouTube after LaMiyah had the idea to
have a storytime hour for Native youth. DuPoint said her
daughter also wanted to share
her Osage culture with youth
across the world and asked
to wear her Osage clothes for
the video.
LaMiyah has two younger
siblings, Rozen and Onnyx.

“The kids LOVE to read
and want to share their love
of books with their friends and
loved ones who may have had
a busy night, or just want to
hear a story,” DuPoint said.
LaMiyah’s ancestry from
her mother and father includes eight tribal nations. In
addition to Osage, she is also
Kiowa, Comanche, Caddo,
Pawnee, Otoe, Potawatomie
and Sac and Fox. In each video she will showcase clothing
from her other tribal nations,
DuPoint said.
Watch for more upcoming
videos by LaMiyah by subscribing to her YouTube channel,
Story Time With Waterbird.

Minerals Council holds
listening session on Tribal
Energy Rights Agreements
Despite COVID-19 temporarily shoving it to the proverbial back burner, the Osage
Minerals Council is still considering pursuing a tribal energy rights agreement.
Language and Culture
gets financial boost for
online initiatives
The current pandemic has
forced the Osage Language Department and the Wahzhazhe
Cultural Center to move classes online – and the interest is
huge. Thanks to CARES Act
assistance funds, the departments are producing a series of
cultural videos and will have
podcasts on Osage culture and
history.
Nearly five years later,
construction progresses
on Eco Park
The former Communities
of Excellence department received a $1.2 million grant in
2015 to begin construction on
Eco Park, a community park
the likes Pawhuska had never
seen. The park includes walking trails and other amenities

SEPTEMBER
Hominy Inlonshka to take
place Sept. 10-13; Hominy
District only
The Hominy Drumkeeper’s
family has announced their
plans to dance in the fall, but
they have one caveat: Hominy
District only.
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DECEMBER
Prima Ballerina Maria
Tallchief celebrated with
a Google Doodle
In celebration of Native
American Heritage Month,
Google honored the late Maria
Tallchief with a Google Doodle. People from across the
world visited Google on Nov.
14 and enjoyed a video of Tallchief dancing to a backdrop of
Osage artwork.
Wahzhazhe Health Center
to receive COVID-19
vaccine mid-December
The Wahzhazhe Health Center will receive a COVID-19
vaccine in mid-December.
Congress votes down
funding for new Pawhuska
District buildings and
permanent fund
Efforts to fund construction
projects for the proposed new
Wakon Iron chapel and community building, along with a
proposed $5.5 million replenishment for the Osage Nation’s
permanent fund failed during
the Seventh ON Congressional
special session on Nov. 24.
Tribal member donates
11 Pawhuska city lots to
Osage Nation
When Jacque Boulanger
moved back to Pawhuska nine
years ago, she noticed the
town had seen better days. She
decided to do something about
her surroundings and began
buying town lots and cleaning them up. Before she knew
it, she owned 21 Pawhuska
city lots.

Courtesy Photo

Carole Revard (left) and her daughter Kim Sanchez give Principal Chief
Geoffrey Standing Bear a complimentary “Hominy Friends Meeting – Favorite Recipes” cookbook on Dec. 8.

Cookbook sales to help
fund Hominy Friends
Church activities
Osage News

Carole Revard and her
daughter Kim Sanchez gave
Principal
Chief
Geoffrey
Standing Bear a complimentary “Hominy Friends
Meeting – Favorite Recipes”
cookbook for the holidays.
It is the 4th edition of the
popular cookbook that contains not only Osage recipes,
but also includes cultural and
historical information. There
are notes along the way about
the Osage language and a list
of foods in Osage and English.
The inclusion of the Osage

Pratt
–from Page 7
that I am related to one of the
men who helped found this institution, I also feel a strong
calling to be here,” Pratt said
in her statement. “My bloodline in a sense has found its

orthography is an exciting
new feature.
The expanded edition contains recipes from previous
editions along with many new
entries, new section dividers, and photographs on the
back cover.
The cookbook is produced by
the Hominy Friends Church
and for every $29 you donate
to the church they will send a
copy of the unique cookbook.
To donate, visit: https://hominyfriends.org/cookbook
The cookbook can also be
purchased at Spurs and Arrows in downtown Pawhuska.
way back here with the same
purpose of educating our people, and I feel called to help
us realize a bright future for
Bacone College.”
For more information on Bacone College higher education
opportunities, degree majors
and courses offered and to donate, visit www.bacone.edu
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Through the

WahZhaZhe Looking Glass

Per an agreement with the Osage Nation Museum, these photos were purposely blurred
as they can only be reproduced in the actual
printed newspaper, not any other format, including this electronic version of the Osage
News. To see the original images, get a copy of
the latest printed issue of the Osage News or
visit the Osage Museum.

All Photos Courtesy Wahzhazhe Cultural Center

Julia Mogre Lookout and Lizzie Mehojah-Bacon Rind making frybread during a feast to honor returning World War II servicemen, as an unidentified man in a U.S. Navy uniform samples
a taste, 1945.

Per an agreement with the Osage Nation Museum, these photos were purposely blurred
as they can only be reproduced in the actual
printed newspaper, not any other format, including this electronic version of the Osage
News. To see the original images, get a copy of
the latest printed issue of the Osage News or
visit the Osage Museum.
“Indian Dance” Grayhorse about 1912.

Per an agreement with the Osage Nation Museum, these photos were purposely blurred
as they can only be reproduced in the actual
printed newspaper, not any other format, including this electronic version of the Osage
News. To see the original images, get a copy of
the latest printed issue of the Osage News or
visit the Osage Museum.

1906-Front row L-R: Black Dog II (Osage - Commissioner), Nee-kah-wah-she-tun-kah (Osage
- Chief), Beg-gah-hah-she (Osage - Assistant Chief)-Back row L-R: Arthur T. Woodward (Attorney and Bureau of Indian Affairs Special Agent), Mon-shu-kah-in-gah-hle or William Pryor
(Osage - Interpreter), Cassius R. Peck (Attorney with the U.S. Department of the Interior, and
Secretary of the Osage Indian Allotting Commission).

Osage-inspired cinema
Ruby Hansen Murray
Osage News
In 1928, bestselling author Edna
Ferber visited the Osage to research
a novel about the Oklahoma land run
and the discovery of oil. Her novel,
“Cimarron,” set in the fictional town
of Osage, was also the basis of movies
made in 1930 and in 1960.
Her main character, Yancey Cravat, was swashbuckling, as in adventurous and flamboyant. Larger
than life with mythic origins, he
was a newspaper editor of “The Wigwam,” and a lawyer married to the
daughter of a pioneer family from
Wichita. Yancey was a champion for Ruby Hansen Murray
Natives, which earned him criticism
from settlers.
Unfortunately, there’s the let down
Ferber wrote “Rumor … floated
as Ferber devolves into negative
about the head of Yancey Cravat.
stereotypes about Indians and antiThey say he has Indian blood in him.
Black sentiment.
They say he has an Indian wife someFerber’s wit shines— a stuffy old
where, and a lot of papooses. CherSouthern family is named Venable,
okee. They say … his real name is
not far from Venerable, but her paroCimarron Seven, of the Choctaw Indichial perspective and contemporary
an family of Sevens.”
attitudes on race make the novel a
As one of the few books set in the
difficult read.
Osage, it was one of the late Osage
In June 1930, Snyder reports that
News’ columnist and author Charles
RKO Pictures came to Pawhuska to
Red Corn’s favorite novels, along with
shoot prairie and oilfield scenes for
Hemingway’s, “The Sun Also Rises,”
the film “Cimarron.” Produced in the
according to his son Yancey Redcorn.
era between silent films and talkies,
In fact, Yancey told me, he is named
Richard Dix, an actor with a proafter the novel’s protagonist.
nounced Dudley Do-Right chin and
Ferber came to the Osage to reSvengali-like eyes, plays Yancey Crasearch the story. She was a reporter,
vat with the exaggerated facial exwho brought an eye for detail and for
pressions common to silent film. Dix
a dramatic story. She spoke with Lilis a dramatic, if not overwhelming,
lian Matthews, and also, tried and
figure. Irene Dunne is Sabra Cravat,
failed to set up a visit with Alexanwho succeeds in business in a man’s
der Joseph Tall Chief according to
world and loves Yancey on his own
Michael Snyder in his essay “Cimarterms until his death.
ron Mania,” in his recent publication,
There are (disparaging) references
“Our Osage Hills,” a collection of
to oil-rich Osages and a few images
columns that John Joseph Mathews
of Osages in expensive cars, but the
wrote for the Pawhuska Journal-CapOsage themselves are largely absent
ital between 1930-1931 augmented by
from the film. In a final scene, Ruby
Snyder’s essays amplifying the era.
Big Elk, a young Osage woman marEdna Ferber was an established
ried to Cravat’s son, is asked to pray
writer by the time she approached
at a luncheon. Stereotypical Osages
Oklahoma as a topic. The daughter of
and white America’s racist attitudes
a Jewish Hungarian immigrant, who
are fully displayed.
settled in Michigan initially, Ferber
The MGM version released in 1960,
published her first novel in 1911. She
promoted it as the “Story of a VAST
became a New York Times bestselland VIOLENT LAND,” offers another
ing author when she won the Pulitzer
perspective on Ferber’s novel.
Prize for “So Big” in 1924.
The novel and the movies made
“Cimarron” is an energetic, sprawlfrom “Cimarron” remind us how difing multigenerational tale, tackling
ficult non-Osages’ interpretations of
the conflicts between law and order
Osage lives and history can be. Each
in the settlement of Oklahoma. For
generation’s texts, whether novel or
me, the experience of reading the
film, interpret and express the attinovel is mixed. There’s the excitetude of the times. Although the panment of seeing Osages on the page.
demic has interrupted the schedule
She writes “Ranged along the rear
for Martin Scorsese’s “Killers of the
of the tent were the Indians. OsagFlower Moon,” we wait to see how efes, Poncas, Cherokees, Creeks … The
fectively Osages and our stories are
Osages wore their blankets, striped
represented.
orange, purple, green, scarlet, blue.”
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Roanhorse
–from Page 10
ings I am working on
along with other new
techniques that I have
been able to develop
during this pandemic.
The stay-at-home order
was easy for me because
my studio is in my home
and that’s where I am
most happy.
News: You co-own
Little Rain Song Loft,
a gallery and Airbnb in
downtown Pawhuska.
What can people expect
to see when they enter
your gallery?
Roanhorse: Currently we have all Osage art
on display at the gallery,
and we are open by appointment only due to
the pandemic.
News: What advice
do you have for artists
just starting out?
Roanhorse: Keep a
sketchbook with you at
all times and write down
all of your ideas for new
pieces. step out of your
comfort zone and try
new techniques and mediums. Reach out to local
artists and be their apprentice, you will learn
so much. I apprenticed
for my mother and her
artist friends, I learned
what they don’t teach
in school. And keep
sketching!

How to Submit
a Letter to the
Editor
If you would like to submit
a letter to the editor, please
mail it to the Osage News,
Attn.: Shannon Shaw Duty,
604 Kihekah, Pawhuska,
OK 74056 or send email to
sshaw@osagenation-nsn.
gov. Letters must be respectful and informative to the
reader, and may be edited
for grammar, clarity and
space.

All Photos CODY HAMMER/Osage News

Osage songwriter Walker Martin holds his award from the Texas Country Music Association on Dec. 6, 2020 at the Tallgrass Prairie Preserve.
Martin co-wrote with Luke Christenson to win the Country Songwriter
of the Year.

Martin
–from Page 10
in less than 5 minutes. When
it’s flowing it comes out easy.
This song was written last
year.
News: Is there somewhere
we can hear the song?

Osage songwriter Walker Martin
holds his award from the Texas
Country Music Association on Dec.
6, 2020 at the Tallgrass Prairie Preserve. Martin co-wrote with Luke
Christenson to win the Country
Songwriter of the Year.

Vaccine
–from Page 5
compact to choose between receiving vaccine doses through
either IHS or the allotment
provided to their state.
Rear Adm. Francis Frazier,
the lead on IHS’ COVID-19
Vaccine Task Force, said
Alaska was the lone exception
because all of the area’s trib-

Martin: Spotify, Apple Music, YouTube.
News: Have you won other
awards or is this the first?
Martin: This is the first
one with recognition, plus it’s
the first time we tried. These
Oklahoma boys rode down
there and rode home with it.
News: So, what’s next? Are
you currently writing now?
Martin: I’m always writing. The whole sound we
have is different, I’ve coined
the phrase “The Scissortail
Sound.”
News: What have you
learned from the process?
Martin: I’m straight creative, I don’t know the business side but I am learning
from that. Just seeing how it
works.
News: What advice would
you give aspiring writers?
Martin: Keep moving forward, don’t give up on your
dreams. You can put it on
pause, but can’t stop.
Osage News photographer
Cody Hammer attributed to
this story.

ally operated health care facilities opted to receive their
vaccine allocations through
the state health department.
Both IHS and the Oklahoma
State
Department
of Health confirmed independently that all Oklahoma
tribes that operate a health
care facility under a self-governance agreement opted to
receive their vaccine allotments through IHS.

Courtesy Photo

Eleanor, Romey, and Bobbi Walker are Osage sisters who cheer together on the Pawhuska High School’s cheerleading squad.

Go Huskies!
Three
Osage
sisters
helped to cheer on the
Pawhuska Huskies football
team to the state semifinals
football game.
Bobbi Walker, a senior, Eleanor Walker, a sophomore,
and Romey Walker, a freshman, have cheered together since the summer when
Romey made the team. This
will be the only year they
will cheer together, since
Bobbi graduates in May.
They are the daughters

Courtesy Photo

Hominy High School student Ace Kemble with members from Post 142,
Post 198 and the Grayhorse War Mothers.

Hominy NASA club
gives back to veterans
Osage News

L ocal E vents C alendar
JANUARY 2021
January 1
New Year’s Day
Osage Nation Offices
Closed
January 15
Tulsa Artist
Fellowship deadline
TAF awards include a
$40,000 stipend, fully
subsidized living and
studio space within Tulsa’s
Arts and Greenwood
Districts for two years.
www.tulsaartistfellowship.org
January 18
Martin Luther King Day
Osage Nation Offices
Closed
January 19
Culture & Drugs Don’t Mix
Mental Health
Osage.PFS@gmail.com

February 15
Presidents’ Day
Osage Nation Offices
Closed

MARCH
March 12
Osage Nation Sovereignty
Day (Observed)
Osage Nation Offices
Closed

APRIL
April 2
Good Friday
Osage Nation Offices
Closed

MAY
May 31
Memorial Day
Osage Nation Offices
Closed

January 31
Deadline for American
Indian Law School
Scholarship
Harvard Law School
Collegefund.org/
harvardlaw

July 2 & 5
Independence Day Holiday
Osage Nation Offices
Closed

FEBRUARY

SEPTEMBER

February 2
Culture & Drugs Don’t Mix
Passing on the Healing
Osage.PFS@gmail.com

September 6
Labor Day
Osage Nation Offices
Closed

JULY

OCTOBER

of Osage Congressman RJ
Walker and his wife Kristina, the granddaughters of
Bobby (Osage) and Debbie
Walker; Celeste and Mark
Davis (both Osage) and Eddie and Vickie Moler. They
are the great-granddaughters of Charles ‘Boog’ Carter
(Osage), Mark and Eleanor
Freeman (Osage) and Addie Cunningham Walker
(Osage). They are descendants of the late Lily Bighorse Cunningham.

Hominy High School Native
American Student Association
raised $1,235 for the November
Veterans Walk and donated
the money to the American Legion Post 142, Harold Bigheart
Smalley American Legion Post

October 11
Osage Day
Osage Nation Offices
Closed

198 and the Grayhorse War
Mothers.
HHS NASA students are
currently organizing a socks,
hats, and gloves drive to donate to the Osage Youth Shelter this year. Details on how to
donate for the drive are forthcoming.

Wahzhazhe

NOVEMBER
November 11
Veterans Day
Osage Nation Offices
Closed
November 25 & 26
Thanksgiving Holiday
Osage Nation Offices
Closed

DECEMBER
December 23 & 24
Christmas Holiday
Osage Nation Offices
Closed
December 31
New Year’s Eve
Osage Nation Offices
Closed
•••

Have an event? Send event information to the Osage News, Attn.:
Shannon Shaw Duty, 604 Kihekah,
Pawhuska, OK 74056; email sshaw@
osagenation-nsn.gov, or fax to (918)
287-5563. Make sure to include
event date, location, email and web
address (if applicable) and a phone
number where someone can be contacted for validation, if necessary.
Deadline for each subsequent issue
of the Osage News is the 18th of every month.

Steam Fried Steak
Ingredients: 1½ lbs. round steak, cut in pieces about 1 inch
square. Sprinkle with salt, pepper, and roll in flour.
Place in iron (covered) skillet with about 3 tbsps. compound.
Sear on both sides, stirring frequently to keep from sticking.
When brown add 1 ½ cups water. Cover and let simmer for about
1 hour. Makes six helpings with thick gravy.
Recipe taken from the cookbook, “Authenticated American Indian Recipes,” by Sylvester and Alice Tinker, copyright 1955.

OMC
–from Page 5
Despite reassurances that
the task force has been making progress, at least one
councilor made it clear that
as far as he is concerned,
the Osage Minerals Council
cannot move fast enough to
get leasing operations away
from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, even if it means hav-

ing the Osage Nation’s Office of Self-Governance enter
into a compact.
“We need to quit slow
walking this thing,” Councilor Talee Redcorn said.
“We need to get these items
over to the nation and start
exercising our sovereignty. This is critical. The BIA
is ruining our reservation.
They don’t care. They’re not
involved and they don’t have
any stake in this.”
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RulingHisSun
–from Page 11
the late Wilbur Tommie Eaves
Jr., was full blood Pawnee. He
explained that his Osage and
Pawnee upbringing has not
always made his life easy, especially in his younger years.
He was raised by his full blood
Osage grandparents, Henry
and Dora Lookout, and he is
the great-grandson of Chief
Fred Lookout. He said when
he was growing up, Osages
disliked Pawnees, and Pawnees disliked Osages. Add on
to that, the Osage are a patriarchal society and some Osages would only recognize him
as Pawnee.
“I was feeling bad one day
and my dad said that we come
from a Chief family on the
Pawnee side and his name was
Ruling His Sun. That was my
great-great-grandfather. He
made the journey from Nebraska when the Pawnee were
moved,” he said. “He was a
scout but throughout his life,
Pawnees have different names
for different times of their lives.
If they do something throughout their life that’s heroic or
brave, then they changed their
name. So, over the course of
their lifetime, they may have
three or four names.”
He said that when Ruling
His Sun—which has various
spellings but he is choosing to
write it as one word RulingHisSun—came from Nebraska
his name was Fox Chief and
that was the name he went by
when he was a scout. He also
had the traditional name of
Tansi, that when translated
meant Osage. He also found
an interview the U.S. government conducted with Ruling
His Sun in 1928. The interview was about a discrepancy in his government pension
from having served as a scout.
In 1923, a U.S. Congressman
wrote to the pension office
on behalf of Ruling His Sun.
When the pension office failed
to award Ruling His Sun his
wages, the Congressman then
sponsored Resolution 4283
that said Ruling His Sun
should be regarded as an Indian War Soldier and therefore
be granted a pension of $20 a
month. On Dec. 8, 1924, the
resolution passed.
He and his longtime companion, Carrie Wilson, began researching more into
his ancestry and found that
when Ruling His Sun’s oldest
son went to boarding school,
his name was changed to
Charlie Eaves.
Boarding School Era
and Assimilation
During the eras of assimilation and termination, Native Americans were taken to
boarding school, were taught
farming and housework, were
discouraged from speaking
Osage or practicing Osage
ways, and as part of the assimilation transition, were given
English names, said Terry Mason Moore, Osage attorney and
historian.
“Often the ancestor names
were changed or given when
they went to boarding school
or during the time of census
or the adoption of a tribal roll.
In my own family, my grandfather Joseph Mason and his
brother John were given the
last name Mason at the Osage
boys boarding school, and
their sisters were given the
last name Collum at the Osage
girls boarding school.
“On the roll books, my great
grandparents were recorded under their Osage names.
Some people were recorded
with their Osage name and an
English name next to it. Some
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Osage names were translated into English, others appear to be randomly given an
English surname.”
Dr. Robert Warrior, Osage
scholar and Hall Distinguished Professor of American
Literature and Culture at the
University of Kansas, said he
agrees with Mason Moore.
“Our history, I find it important to say, includes the times
and circumstances through
which our ancestors stopped
being free to use their clan
names and began adopting
names from the English-speaking world. Some people adopted those new names when they
were baptized, others through
intermarriage or just moving
away. Along with churches,
schoolrooms were often places
where Native American people
received new names,” he said.
“A standard practice among
teachers working among Native people was to list names
of presidents of the United
States on a blackboard and
assign names to the boys by
going down the list—George,
John, Thomas, James, Andrew, Martin, William, and
so on. I don’t know how much
that happened among Osages,
but it seems to have happened
regularly in a lot of places, especially at boarding schools.”
Warrior said he admires
RulingHisSun’s choice to honor his ancestry.
“I share my first name, last
name, and clan name with
my great grandfather, Robert
Edward Warrior Sr., and my
first and last name with my
grandfather, Robert Edward
Warrior Jr.,” he said. “When
I listen to or sing my grandfather’s song from the Grayhorse
War Mothers dance, I honor
not just the life he sacrificed
as a member of the US Armed
Forces who was killed in action
in Normandy in World War II,
but also honor his name by
singing it, the language that
his name comes from, and the
people who hold his name and
continue to strive to imagine
the world in the way that is
unique to us as Osage people.”
Legal change
RulingHisSun reached out
to Mason Moore for help in
changing his last name and
found out the process was relatively simple.
Mason Moore said the
process does not require an
attorney and the paperwork includes a Petition, Verification,
Notice and Order. The forms
can be obtained from a court
clerk’s office and there are free
forms and instructions from
the Oklahoma County Bar
Association Legal Aid Committee available at https://
eforms.com/name-change/
ok/#AdultNameChange
RulingHisSun went to the
Pawnee Nation Tribal Court
and filled out all the necessary
paperwork in September, but
due to the pandemic, the process was slowed down and took
months instead of weeks. In
mid-December, he heard back
from the Social Security Office
and received his order for the
name change. He said he will
receive his new social security
card the beginning of January.
Then, he will be able to obtain
a new driver’s license and it
will be official.
“I’ve already talked to three
or four Pawnees and they have
Christian names they would
like to get changed back,” he
said. “I told them it’s relatively simple, it’s just timeconsuming.
“I’m full blood Indian. This
is who I am, I can’t be anything else. I wear my hair long,
this is why. I don’t want to be
anything else.”

Classifieds
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OSAGE NATION JOBS: To
apply for a position with the
Osage Nation go to https://
www.osagenation-nsn.gov/
opportunities/job-listings/
application-form.
Applicants are welcome to attach
a resume and/or cover letter in addition. Please note
that all applicants tentatively selected for employment with the Osage Nation
will be required to submit
to a urinalysis to screen
for illegal drug use. Employment will be contingent upon drug test results.
OSAGE/VETERAN/INDIAN
PREFERENCE IS CONSIDERED. Verification of preference must be included
with application. For questions please contact Taryn
Crawford, Osage Nation
Employee Recruitment Specialist at (918) 287-5445 or
email tcrawford@osagenation-nsn.gov.
Administrative
Assistant
- Youth & Family TREE Pawhuska, regular full time.
The Administrative Assistant
provides support to the Director, as well as to the staff and
clients. He/she is responsible
for assisting families in checking/finding insurance, scheduling appointments, as well
as organizing and/or planning
events and outings held by the
TREE Program.
Family Coordinator - Pawhuska, regular full time. The Family Coordinator will promote
coordination and integration of
family-centered care to ensure
participation and involvement
of the entire family. He/she will
provide and maintain quality
helping services to clients, and
will assist clients in their attempt to reach individual treatment goals.
Information Technology Technician (Customer Service) –
Pawhuska, regular full time.
The I.T. Technician will provide technical assistance, support and advice to end users,
serve as the liaison between
local users and the Site Manager as well as I.T. Specialists
outside of the facility. The I.T.
Technician will assist in upgrade installations, testing and
evaluating various software
programs as well as detect and
resolve minor problems of the
WZZHC integrated information system that is used for
management of both clinical
and administrative information in healthcare facilities (the
Resource and Patient Management System, RPMS; LAN, IT
Environment).
Teacher Assistant – Skiatook,
regular full time. Performs
para-professional educational
work in planning, preparing,
and implementing a WELA
Program for young children
and their families. Assists
the lead teacher in a cooperative and professional manner.
Drives school bus or assists as
bus monitor daily.
Licensed Behavioral Health
Professional (LBHP) – Pawhuska, regular full time. The Licensed
Behavioral
Health
Professional (LBHP) will provide counseling services to
the clients of Osage Nation
Counseling Center and Primary Residential Treatment
while following applicable policies and state guidelines. The
LBHP will be responsible for
assessments, individual and
group counseling, treatment

planning, and other issues related to client care
DV Advocate 2 – Pawhuska,
regular full time. This position
requires a detailed-oriented individual who has the ability to
support the Domestic Violence
Advocate, Department Director
and Family Violence Prevention Department and/or clients.
Must have the ability to remain
calm in crisis situations and
have an understanding of the
dynamics of domestic violence,
sexual assault, human sex trafficking, stalking, and teen dating violence.
LPN/ Health Education –
Pawhuska, regular full time.
The L.P.N. hired will perform
work assigned by R.N., Director, Clinical-Medical Service
Programs consistent with prevention of diabetes, promoting improved diabetic care, as
well as, promoting community
health of our Native American
People. He/She will be directly
responsible for organizing all
Health-related education. He/
She will perform the duties of
an LPN under the guidance of
the Oklahoma Nurse Practice
Act.
Help
Desk
Supervisor
Pawhuska, regular full time.
The Help Desk Supervisors’
role is to oversee the entire
Help Desk process operations
and dispatching as well as escalation of ticketing process
while ensuring that end users
are receiving the appropriate
assistance. This includes the
responsibility of managing
all procedures related to the
identification,
prioritization,
and resolution of end user help
requests, including the monitoring, tracking, trending and
coordination of Help Desk functions. The Help Desk Manager
will also contribute to problem
resolution by monitoring resolution timelines as compared
to service level agreements internal and external by reporting to Operations Manager and
Director of IT. The Help Desk
Supervisor will assist Information Services department
leadership with developing,
monitoring, and tracking the
departmental budgeting process as well as monitoring and
tracking the departmental acquisition and procurement processes.
Osage Nation Education Department Internship – Hominy, temporary full time. The
Osage Nation Education Department Internship Program
is designed to provide Osage
students with work experience
in their chosen field of study.
The program is designed to
serve enrolled members of the
Osage Nation with a minimum
of 61+ hours completed in an
accredited college or university degree program. The intern
program also accepts applications from students who are
enrolled in their final 9 weeks
of vocational technology programs. Applicants are required
to carry a 2.5 or higher-grade
point average in the semester
previous to application. Please
review the ONE Higher Scholarship Handbook for limitations and incentives.
OSAGE CASINO JOBS: To
apply for a position with
Osage Casino go to www.
osagecasinos.com/careers
BARTLESVILLE
Regional Count Team Attendant – Bartlesville, regular full
time. Responsible for retrieval of currency boxes and table

game drop boxes, emptying
drop boxes once they are delivered to the count room and ensuring accuracy of daily count
operations. Performs all duties
at multiple properties in accordance with Company core values, the objectives of the Osage
Nation, internal policies, procedures and controls, as well, as
applicable laws including but
not limited to the USA Patriot
Act, and gaming regulations.

all property public areas both
inside and outside the casino.
Responsibilities include vacuuming, mopping, window washing, restroom cleaning, trash
removal, office cleaning, back
of house area cleaning, exterior cleaning of electronic games,
re-stocking supply shelves, and
completes other duties as assigned.

Security Officer – Bartlesville,
regular full time. Protects company assets and provides a safe
environment for employees and
guests. To perform this job successfully, an individual must be
able to perform each essential
job duty satisfactorily.

Short Order Cook – Ponca City,
regular full time. Under general supervision of the Food &
Beverage Supervisor, maintains an efficient food operation
by preparing hot and cold food
items in accordance with production requirements, recipes
and established safety policies
and procedures.

Food and Beverage Supervisor – Bartlesville, regular full
time. Under general supervision of the Food and Beverage
Manager, manages day-to-day
supervision of food and beverage operations which includes
point of sale transactions, quality, guest satisfaction, and inventory of stock.

Food and Beverage Supervisor – Ponca City, regular full
time. Under general supervision of the Food and Beverage
Manager, manages day-to-day
supervision of food and beverage operations which includes
point of sale transactions, quality, guest satisfaction, and inventory of stock.

Short Order Cook – Bartlesville, regular full time. Under
general supervision of the Food
& Beverage Supervisor, maintains an efficient food operation
by preparing hot and cold food
items in accordance with production requirements, recipes
and established safety policies
and procedures.

C-Store Cashier – Ponca City,
regular full time. Under direct
supervision of the C-Store Supervisor. Provides excellent
customer service for all internal and external customers.
Sells and services customers by
utilizing knowledge of company
products.

Guest Service Representative –
Bartlesville, regular full time.
This position is responsible for
providing casino visitors with
maximum guest satisfaction.
HOMINY
Regional Count Team Attendant - Hominy, regular full
time. Responsible for retrieval of currency boxes and table
game drop boxes, emptying
drop boxes once they are delivered to the count room and ensuring accuracy of daily count
operations. Performs all duties
at multiple properties in accordance with Company core values, the objectives of the Osage
Nation, internal policies, procedures and controls, as well, as
applicable laws including but
not limited to the USA Patriot
Act, and gaming regulations.
PAWHUSKA
Short Order Cook – Pawhuska,
regular full time. Under general supervision of the Food &
Beverage Supervisor, maintains an efficient food operation
by preparing hot and cold food
items in accordance with production requirements, recipes
and established safety policies
and procedures.
Regional Count Team Attendant - Pawhuska, regular full
time. Responsible for retrieval of currency boxes and table
game drop boxes, emptying
drop boxes once they are delivered to the count room and ensuring accuracy of daily count
operations. Performs all duties
at multiple properties in accordance with Company core values, the objectives of the Osage
Nation, internal policies, procedures and controls, as well, as
applicable laws including but
not limited to the USA Patriot
Act, and gaming regulations.
PONCA CITY
Main Bank Cashier – Ponca
City, regular full time. Responsible for distributing banks to
internal guests of internal departments as well as dropping
these banks with accuracy.
Protects company assets issued
to them while dealing with
guests, in an efficient and courteous manner.
Guest Service Representative
– Ponca City, regular full time.
This position is responsible for
providing casino visitors with
maximum guest satisfaction.
Bartender – Ponca City, regular part time. Under general
supervision of the Beverage
Supervisor, maintain the bar
area. Provides excellent customer service in a timely manner. Prepare all drink orders,
delivers and refills drink orders, and responds to quest
questions and requests. Handle
all payment transactions accurately.
EVS Attendant – Ponca City,
regular full time. Under direct
supervision of the EVS Supervisor, the EVS Attendant is
responsible for cleanliness of

SAND SPRINGS
EVS Attendant – Sand Springs,
regular full time. Under direct
supervision of the EVS Supervisor, the EVS Attendant is
responsible for cleanliness of
all property public areas both
inside and outside the casino.
Responsibilities include vacuuming, mopping, window washing, restroom cleaning, trash
removal, office cleaning, back
of house area cleaning, exterior cleaning of electronic games,
re-stocking supply shelves, and
completes other duties as assigned.
Surveillance Officer – Sand
Springs, regular full time. This
position is responsible for protecting all Osage Casino assets
and maintaining the integrity
of gaming in the Osage Casinos
utilizing all Surveillance equipment and floor observations.
This employee sole responsibility is to observe and report.
The Employee must perform all
duties in accordance with the
internal policies, procedures,
and controls, as well, as applicable laws and gaming regulations.
SKIATOOK
Cage Supervisor – Skiatook,
regular full time. Responsible
for the overall effective and efficient coordination and supervision of the Cage Department
on shift and/or as assigned by
the reporting senior.
Casino Services Agent – Skiatook, regular full time. Responsible
for
distributing
money to gaming guests via
check cashing, credit card advances, conversion of chips and
coins, and gaming tickets into
currency. Responsible for providing support and service to
club members and other casino visitors to ensure maximum
guest satisfaction. Responsible
for promoting the success of
the Club Osage, by assisting
guests through the membership process, and explaining
the benefits of membership and
details of on-going promotions
and events. Protects company
assets while dealing with the
public in an efficient and courteous manner
Security Officer –Skiatook, regular full time. Protects company assets and provides a safe
environment for employees and
guests. To perform this job successfully, an individual must be
able to perform each essential
job duty satisfactorily.
Security Officer –Skiatook, regular part time. Protects company assets and provides a safe
environment for employees and
guests.
C-Store Cashier – Skiatook,
regular full time. Under direct
supervision of the C-Store Supervisor. Provides excellent
customer service for all internal and external customers.
Sells and services customers by
utilizing knowledge of company
products.
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TULSA
Main Bank Cashier - Tulsa, regular full time. Responsible for
distributing banks to internal
guests of internal departments
as well as dropping these banks
with accuracy. Protects company assets issued to them while
dealing with guests, in an efficient and courteous manner.
EVS Attendant – Tulsa, regular
full time. Under direct supervision of the EVS Supervisor, the
EVS Attendant is responsible
for cleanliness of all property
public areas both inside and
outside the casino. Responsibilities include vacuuming,
mopping, window washing, restroom cleaning, trash removal, office cleaning, back of house
area cleaning, exterior cleaning
of electronic games, re-stocking
supply shelves, and completes
other duties as assigned.
Surveillance Officer (Regional)
–Tulsa, regular full time. This
position is responsible for protecting all Osage Casino assets
and maintaining the integrity
of gaming in the Osage Casinos
utilizing all Surveillance equipment and floor observations.
This employee sole responsibility is to observe and report.
The Employee must perform all
duties in accordance with the
internal policies, procedures,
and controls, as well, as applicable laws and gaming regulations.
Security Officer - Tulsa, regular full time. Protects company
assets and provides a safe environment for employees and
guests. To perform this job successfully, an individual must be
able to perform each essential
job duty satisfactorily.
Armed Security Officer – Tulsa,
regular full time. Protects company assets and provides a safe
environment for employees and
guests. This position requires
a welcoming disposition and
both strong communication
and interactive skills, as this
is the first Osage Casino Employee to greet visitors and answer phones. To perform this
job successfully, an individual
must be able to perform each
essential job duty satisfactorily.
Call Center Agent – Tulsa, regular full time. The Call Center
Agent is responsible for answering all incoming calls in
a prompt and courteous manner, professionally promoting
Osage Casino operations and
hotel services, ensuring maximum revenues, and making
outbound calls as needed and
in accordance with approved
policies and procedures.
Casino Services Agent – Tulsa, regular full time. Responsible for distributing money to
gaming guests via check cashing, credit card advances, conversion of chips and coins, and
gaming tickets into currency.
Responsible for providing support and service to club members and other casino visitors
to ensure maximum guest
satisfaction. Responsible for
promoting the success of the
Club Osage, by assisting guests
through the membership process, and explaining the benefits of membership and details
of on-going promotions and
events. Protects company assets while dealing with the
public in an efficient and courteous manner
Maintenance Engineer – Electrical -Tulsa, regular full time.
This position is responsible for
the overall renovation, planned
maintenance of electrical components, including motors,
controllers, light control system, and LV distribution on assigned properties and grounds.
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Mark Nuckols Freeman III

Mark Nuckols Freeman III
Submitted by Family

Mark Nuckols Freeman III, 73, resident of Osage County, went to be with
the Good Lord on December 14, 2020,
at his home place surrounded by his
loving family.
Markie was born on February 12,
1947, in Ponca City, to Mark N. Freeman, Jr. and Maxine (Washburn) Freeman. He attended Burbank Schools and
graduated from Burbank High School
in 1966. Throughout his school years,
he made many life-long friends. He was
a member of the basketball team and
very proud to be a part of the Osage
County Judging Team, who went to the
national competition in Kansas City.
He won a scholarship to NOC based
on his judging skills. He was proud to
be a Burbank Pirate! Toot! Toot! His
hard work ethic and love of cattle were
instilled in him at a very young age.
He worked on the family’s dairy farm
milking cows and doing other chores.
He had many mentors as a young cowboy, including Olen Sisco, Bill Olsen,
George Wayman, and Jake Williams.
On September 8, 1967, Markie married Jeanne Roby of Ponca City, and to
that union were born three beautiful
children -- Marcie Lin, Mark J., and
Jessica Lea. They established a home
in rural Osage County, were married
for 27 years, and worked hard to build
their ranching business and family.
Markie was a 3rd-generation rancher and cattleman. He was a life-long
cattle buyer and leader in the cattle
industry. He owned Mark Freeman III
Cattle Company and Freeman Cattle
Company, and he was affiliated with
Thunderbird Cattle Company and
Eastern Livestock out of Louisville,
Kentucky. His passion and knowledge
of cattle were passed on to his son,
Mark J, grandson, Cowboy Jax, and
many young people in Osage County
and the surrounding areas. His adventures in the cattle business allowed
him to travel many a mile, making
friends and connections wherever he
went. He never met a stranger, and
his contagious smile lit up a room. He
was known as a sharp dressed man. He

Cloyd Alvin Stotler-Easley Jr.

Cloyd Alvin Stotler-Easley Jr.
Submitted by Family
Cloyd Alvin Stotler-Easley Jr., 61,
of Sand Springs, Oklahoma, passed
away peacefully at home on Nov. 15,
2020. He was born on Feb. 12, 1959,
in Pawhuska, Oklahoma, to Cloyd and
Beverly (McCoy) Easley. He attended
Pawhuska High School and graduated
with the class of 1977. For many years,
he enjoyed working at Parkside Hospi-

Obituaries
never went without a hat, and he preferred his Levis to be tucked into his
hand-made-Mr. Howard boots displaying his cattle brand. He was the life of
the party, no matter where he went.
Markie was a 32nd Degree Freemason and a Shriner, belonging to the
Akdar Shrine of Tulsa, OK. He was a
member of the Burbank Alumni Association, Braden School Community, and
Osage Cove Fire Department. He was
a long-time member of the Pawhuska Elks Lodge, the Ponca City Moose
Lodge, the Texas & Southwestern Region Cattle Raisers Association, and
the Osage County Cattlemen’s Association. Markie loved the Good Lord. He
was baptized at Second Baptist Church
in Ponca City and had strong ties to
Grace Episcopal Church of Ponca City.
He cherished his visits with Father
Ken Armstrong over the years.
Markie was very proud of his Osage
and Kaw heritage. Some of his fondest
memories in later life were spent at his
family’s Kaw Campsite with his grandchildren during Kaw Powwow where he
hosted many friends and family. In the
end, his children, grandchildren, and
great grandchildren, Robbie Jo, his siblings, and his many wonderful memories of his friends and family were what
he valued most. Life is short, he would
say, always be happy.
Markie is survived by: his companion, Robbie Jo Oldfield, of the home;
his children, Marcie Batschelett and
her husband, Ken, of Ponca City, Mark
J. Freeman IV and his wife, Lynette,
of Fairfax, and Jessica Thompson and
her husband, Joe Ray, of Ponca City;
Jeanne, the mother of his children;
grandchildren Garrett Batschelett,
Laramie Freeman, Emily Batschelett
White Plume and her husband, George,
Sunny Batschelett, Mark Thunder
Rain Freeman V, Jules Raylin Thompson, and “Cowboy” Jax Ray Thompson;
great-grandchildren Willow Lin White
Plume and soon-to-arrive Baby Freeman-Kennedy; siblings, Linda Cassity and her husband, Glenn, of Ponca
City, Frank Freeman and his wife, Sally, of Broken Arrow, Beck Leonard, of
Jenks, Susan Bussey and her husband,
Chuck, of Bartlesville, Teresa Meade
and her husband, Rob, of Ponca City;
and numerous nieces, nephews, family
members, neighbors, and friends.
He is preceded in death by his parents, Maxine (Washburn) Freeman and
Mark Freeman Jr. ; sister and brotherin-law Julie and Larry Currie; brother
Max “Skip” Washburn,; grandparents,
Mark and Grace (Lessert) Freeman Sr.;
father-in-law George Roby; his beloved
friends Bob and Billie Stingley; and
best friend and “cuz” Lee Oldfield.
Markie will be laid to rest at a private family service at his home place.
A memorial will be held at a later date.
Arrangements are under the direction
of Trout Funeral Home & Crematory.
In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions may be made to the Opportunity
Center, Inc, 2225 N Union St, Ponca
City, OK 74601 or St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place
Memphis, TN 38105.
tal in Tulsa. He was a member of the
Osage Nation, a descendant of Louis
Revard and Mary (Tinker) Revard.
“Uncle Bub” as he was known to
many, was passionate about helping
others and living life to the fullest. He
had a special connection with many,
especially his nieces and nephews aka
“the fun uncle.” He spent countless
hours entertaining them and made
many memories for them at the lake.
He had a huge heart and shared it with
all! His greatest gift was his ability to
make people laugh, it was easy during
the good times, but he always lifted us
up during the sad times too. This is a
very sad time for his spouse, parents,
family and friends but we are forever
blessed with the laughter he shared
with us.
He is survived by his loving, devoted spouse Robert of Sand Springs; his
parents Cloyd and Beverly Easley; sister Cathy (Rick) Wyatt; brothers, Calvin (Tracy) Easley; Charlie (Debbie)
Easley; Duane (Jennifer) Easley all of
Pawhuska and his three beloved dogs.
He was preceded in death by his sister
Carrie Easley.
Considering the health pandemic, a
gathering for a Celebration of Life will
be set for this coming summer.

How to Submit a Letter to the Editor

If you would like to submit
a letter to the editor, please
mail it to the Osage News,
Attn.: Shannon Shaw Duty,
604 Kihekah, Pawhuska,
OK 74056 or send email to

sshaw@osagenation-nsn.
gov. Letters must be respectful and informative to
the reader, and may be edited for grammar, clarity and
space.
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Simms

mow,” Simms said in a Bacone statement. “When I left, I certainly never
–from Page 7
thought I’d ever be able to come back
poned its Spring 2020 commencement to receive an honorary doctorate.
ceremony, which is when Simms was That’s why I’m honored.”
According to a previous Bacone
originally slated to receive his honornews
release, Simms served as a
ary degree. In rescheduling the ceremony, Bacone moved the event from member of the President’s Business
Muskogee to the Skyline Event Cen- Commission during the administrater where arrangements were put in tion of George W. Bush from 2001
place to ensure COVID-19 precau- to 2009. In 2003, he was selected
tions were followed.
as Businessman of the Year from
Simms, a seasoned Bartlesville
Oklahoma by the Business Advisory
businessman, served a six-year term
Council. He has also served on the
on the First ON Congress and was
elected to the former Osage Nation- Oklahoma Pest Control Association,
al Council in 1994 where he served Bartlesville Chamber of Commerce,
as second speaker for the first two National Federation of Independent
years and Speaker for the remain- Businesses, American Indian Chaming four years of his term. Since ber of Commerce and the Pawhuska
2014, Simms has served on the ON Chamber of Commerce.
Gaming Enterprise Board and is the
An honorary Doctorate of Humane
current chairman.
Letters is a degree bestowed on inIn a statement, Bacone College dividuals who have distinguished
President Dr. Ferlin Clark (Navajo themselves in other areas other than
Nation) said: “Dr. Simms has conscience, government, literature or
tributed to the cultural, economic,
religion. Universities bestow honorand political well-being of his people and country. We are proud to ary degrees on individuals who have
recognize his lifetime achievements. made great contributions to society
His courage, resilience, and strong in general.
Simms received his doctorate despirit are traits that embody the
gree
from Ferlin at the Tulsa cerewarrior spirit.”
Simms, who is Osage, Cherokee, mony and was also recognized at a
and Muscogee (Creek), has a proven dinner held the previous night where
track record of building profitable he was honored, blessed, and gifted,
businesses, according to Bacone’s according to Bacone.
statement. He is the son of Evelyn
“We are thankful to the Osage NaOnHand Pitts and is the grandson
tion for allowing us the use of their
of Ralph OnHand (Wah-Tsa-Ah-Tah)
outstanding facilities for the honorof the Beaver Band. After his father
died, Simms was raised by the late ing dinner and graduation,” Clark
William Pitts, brother of former said. “Because of the large venue and
Chief Paul Pitts, as his own son and limited attendance that provided amin the traditional ways of the Osage. ple social distancing opportunities,
Later being adopted into the Bear and our ability to do temperature
Clan and given his Osage name, Le- checks, provide masks and hand sanTa-Xoh, by Mary Red Eagle.
itizer, we were able to offer our gradIn early 2020, Bacone announced uates and honorees the recognition
the honorary degree for Simms, who and experience they have earned.”
said at the time Bacone is a place
According to Bacone’s website,
he remembers from childhood as a
Native American students make up
resident of the Murrow Indian Chil59.3% of the student population and
dren’s Home, which remains located
five Oklahoma Tribes charter Bacone
on the Bacone campus.
“When I was a kid at Murrow In- College, which are the Osage Nation,
dian Children’s Home, Bacone would United Keetoowah Band of Cherohave us come up and we’d pick up kee Indians of Oklahoma, Otoe-Mistrash and sticks, clean up around souria Tribe, Cheyenne & Arapaho
the place for the maintenance man to Tribes, and the Kiowa Tribe.

Powell
–from Page 11
ignited Powell’s charge to educate people about Native cultures in ways that
are relevant and meaningful within
historically colonized spaces like universities and museums. Along the
way, she has found inspiration from
accomplished Osage women including
her great-grandmother, prolific ribbon
worker and activist, Georgeann Gray
Robinson (Wah-kah-sah) and Jean M.
Dennison, who was an assistant professor of anthropology at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
and served as Powell’s Ph.D. advisor.
Powell credits most of her success,
however, to her children: “I have transformed since I’ve become a mother. The
empathy and patience that I’ve learned
from being a mom is something that’s
incredibly useful to me in my professional life.”
Powell is part of a growing and tight
knit community of Native American
curators that are breaking barriers in
cultural institutions across the country. In September, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art hired its first full-time
Native American Curator Patricia
Marroquin Norby (Purépecha Indigenous Mexican) as the associate curator of Native American art. This is a
departure from museums historically
using tribal leaders as temporary “cultural consultants.” Powell believes this
shift in museum culture is critical.
“I am not the only one working professionally today, nor was I the first,” says
Powell. “In fact, I wasn’t even the first
in my family to work in the museum
field. My Aunt Kathryn [Redcorn] and
Aunt Jan [Jacobs] as well as my cousins
Marla [Redcorn-Miller] and Genevieve
[Simermeyer] were working in the field
long before me. They are part of the reason I’m able to do this work today. And
we should be in charge of what happens
in these spaces. I want to support museums in ceding authority and creating spaces for conversations with tribal
communities.”
Like many events interrupted in
2020, Powell’s most recent exhibition
Form and Relation: Contemporary
Native Ceramics at The Hood Museum of Art, has an opening date that is
to be determined. The exhibition is in
response to Powell’s observation that
most Native ceramics on display are
either historic works or heavily focused
on the southwest region of what is now

Courtesy Photo/Alison Palizzolo

Form and Relation installed in the Citrin and
Engles Galleries. Works pictured from left to
right: Ruben Olguin’s Songs of Our Fathers,
Anita Field’s So Many Ways to Be Human,
and Cannupa Hanska Luger’s Every One
(#MMIWT Bead Project).

the United States. The six geographically diverse Indigenous artists in the
group show are Anita Fields, Courtney
M. Leonard, Cannupa Hanska Luger,
Ruben Olguin, Rose B. Simpson, and
Roxanne Swentzell. The show description notes that each artist “wrestles
with concepts such as community,
identity, gender, land, extraction, language, and responsibility.” Though not
open to the public due to COVID-19,
The Hood Museum is launching an interactive online viewing room on the
museum’s website: hoodmuseum.dartmouth.edu.
Powell currently has two big projects in-the-works. One project This
Land: American Engagement with
the Natural World, opening January
2022, centers around American art
and who has historically been included
in that conversation. The other project is Madayin: Eight Decades of Aboriginal Bark Painting from Yirrkala,
opening August 2022, which underlines the exemplary artistic production of the Yolngu of the community in
northern Australia.
Although the content is always
shifting, there is a consistent thread
throughout Powell’s work that has
remained steadfast since her fourth
grade field trip years ago.
“A lot of my curatorial vision is about
providing access, resources and space
for Indigenous community members
to tell their own stories,” says Powell.
“Especially for those who haven’t yet
had an opportunity to tell theirs.”
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Also planned for 2021 is the opening of the new 141-room hotel tower. The new tower is the
exact replica of the first hotel tower built in 2017.

Casino
–from Page 1
Bighorse told the Tulsa World in
November that many guests of the
Tulsa-based hotel and casino did not
connect with the brewery brand. They
made a decision earlier this year to
sever the relationship with the Allen,
Texas-based brewer Nine Band Brewing Company.
“I am currently speaking to several members of the Oklahoma brewing
community about the future,” he said.
Currently, Osage Casinos’ Tulsa location is the only casino in the state
with an in-house brewery. Bighorse
said they will be choosing a new name,
brand and menu that will be announced soon.
The brewery opened in 2018
and featured a bar and a 20-barrel brewhouse capable of brewing
four types of beer. At the time, Bighorse said the brewery was a way

to attract a younger demographic to
the casino.
Recently, the owner of Nine Band
Brewing Company, Keith Ashley, has
been in national news after he was
arrested in Texas on state homicide
and federal charges. Bighorse told the
Tulsa World that they were disturbed
by Ashley’s arrest and have accelerated the final stages of separation from
the company.
Also planned for 2021 is the opening
of the new 141-room hotel tower. The
new tower is the exact replica of the
first hotel tower built in 2017. Bighorse
said 66 hotel rooms will be available to
customers by Dec. 28, 2020. The rest
of the rooms in the new tower will be
ready by the first calendar quarter of
2021, he said.
There will be no ribbon-cutting or
celebration for the second hotel tower
opening due to COVID-19 concerns.
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Shaw
–from Page 1
Center is also presenting more information to the public to consider getting
the vaccine.
Dr. Ron Shaw, CEO and Chief Medical Officer for the WHC, spoke via
social media as the health center received its first doses of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine on Dec. 16. Shaw touched
on safety concerns as many in the public have raised questions, expressed
skepticism or uncertainty on whether
to receive the vaccine when available to
respective demographic groups.
In opening remarks, Shaw said:
“We’ve all heard a lot about the vaccines that are available, some people
may not know what they should be doing now, or much about the vaccine, a
lot of discussion about safety – Is it safe
for me to get a vaccine? Are the vaccines going to hurt me? Am I better off
taking my chances getting COVID-19
and risking those complications? Am
I taking too big of a risk to submit to
a vaccine that hasn’t been studied for
1-2 years like most vaccines? How do
I make sense of this? How do I judge
what I should do? That’s what I want
to present today because it’s on a lot of
people’s minds.”
December 2020 ends with a small
glimmer of hope for stopping the
COVID-19 spread with the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration issuing
emergency use authorizations for the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine on Dec. 11
and a second one to Moderna for its
respective vaccine one week later. On
Dec. 20, the Oklahoma Department of
Health reported the state is receiving
66,200 doses of the Moderna vaccine
in its initial distribution, which will be
shipped to several sites during Christmas week.
Given continuous daily reports of
positive COVID-19 cases locally and
worldwide, the high-risk demographic
groups and the potential deadly virus
complications, Shaw is asking people
to “think long and hard before we let
fear take us to a risk of avoiding a vaccine that seems to be safe during its
early evaluation.”
Shaw described the makeup of the
COVID-19 vaccine as “messenger RNA
vaccines that work by different mechanisms, but they do induce the body to
recognize the surface of the COVID-19
virus to produce antibodies that should
help prevent an infection or at least
make an infection very mild. As far as
the safety goes, most of these (vaccines)
have been studied for 2-3 months – the
first two: the Pfizer and the Moderna.
The FDA and the Advisory Committee
on Immunization Practices (reported)
most of the serious reactions that occur
in vaccines occur in the first 4-6 weeks
not 3-6 months and so there were no
serious adverse reactions during the
first 4-6 week reviews and studies of
Moderna and Pfizer vaccines and most
side effects were pain at the injection
site, muscle aches, headache, fatigue
and most of those symptoms resolved
in 24 or 48 hours.”
Shaw also notes the two vaccines
do not contain a live COVID-19 virus
or pieces of the virus and some people
should expect to have side effects from
the vaccination including body aches.
According to the FDA, the emergency use authorization issued for the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, the drug is
authorized to treat patients age 16 and
up. The vaccine requires two injections
with an initial primer dose and a boost-
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er shot 21 days later. Clinical studies
show it is 95% effective, according to an
NPR article.
For the Moderna vaccine, the inoculation is authorized for treating patients age 18 and older, according to its
FDA emergency use authorization. The
vaccine also requires two injections
with an initial injection and a booster
shot one month later. The Moderna
vaccine has a 94.1% efficacy rate, according to a Stat News article.
When it comes to vaccines in general, Shaw said “it’s like an ounce of
prevention is equal to a pound of cure,
better to never contract COVID-19
than to try and treat it once you’ve had
it. We do not have any good treatments
for COVID-19, so our best bet is to try
and protect ourselves with masks and
social distancing and now we have one
step further to go and get immunized so
that our bodies can recognize the virus
when it enters us and fight it off immediately because it recognizes the virus
from the previous vaccine we got.”
Shaw reiterated most adverse side
effects would be seen in the first few
weeks after taking the vaccine, adding “the risk is very low – but not zero,
can’t say zero because it wasn’t a study
of millions of patients, but tens of thousands of patients ... I think most of you
who are otherwise healthy and say 3040, you would probably not expect to
get the vaccine until April of 2021. The
early priority groups at the Wah-ZhaZhe Health Center and many other Indian tribal health centers is healthcare
workers and individuals in long-term
care facilities, nursing homes and then
elders who have other medical illnesses like heart failure, lung disease and
elders who are otherwise healthy and
then essential employees – those people
who work for governments who usually have critical roles without which the
government might have to close.”
In the meantime, Shaw recommends
people also get their flu shot because
“better not risk flu and COVID-19 occurring, best to have your best antibody
response available when you first get
exposed to either the flu or COVID-19.
And for those of you who are healthy
and not going to be vaccinated perhaps
until April, encourage your elders to
get a vaccine, help them realize if they
were to get COVID-19, they’re at increased risk of complications and fatal
complications. If you have friends and
family who work in a healthcare setting, encourage them to sign up for the
shot because right now, it’s optional,
it’s not mandatory in our setting. You
can help by encouraging people, help
them get over their fears. If you have
two fears, one is COVID-19 and maybe
dying from COVID-19 and getting real
sick or maybe some mild side effects
from the COVID-19 vaccine, frankly for
me I’d rather take my chances with the
vaccine than COVID-19 and its many
complications including prolonged hospitalization or death.”
Shaw said the WHC will continue to
share announcements at another time
when available. Follow the “Wah-ZhaZhe Health Center” on Facebook for
updates and information on COVID-19
and other healthcare matters.
The WHC can be reached at (918)
287-9300. For more online information
about the WHC, visit: https://www.
osagenation-nsn.gov/what-we-do/
wah-zha-zhi-health-center

January 18th
is the deadline for
all submissions for the
February issue of the
Mark it on your calendars!
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